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Accounting and Tax Concepts
of Income
by ROBERT A. DOHERTY
Partner, Doherty & C o. , New London, Conn.

Considering, in turn, accounting and Federal income lax concepts of
income, the author of this article finds that the most far - reaching difference centers in the separate rules which exist for recognition of
taxable gross income and deductions from it. This situation, in contrast
to accounting conventions, exhihits lack of interest in relating cost and
revenue. Failure to permit deferment of income received in advance is
instanced. The article closes with a suggestion for initiating reform.

T

HIS PAPE R IS PRE PARED o n

the basis that a relatively consistent and perma-

nent concept of taxable income may be derived from a study of the procedures set forth in the law and regulations as they have been construed by the
administrative and judicial authorities in connection with the administration of
the income tax over a period of more than thirty years. It is realized that the
income tax is not static and that, because of the diversity of sources, there are
published rulings which may not be in accord with the general concept here
presented.
It is not intimated that this article is a comprehensive or authoritative study
of income taxation, but, rather, an attempt to facilitate the approach to an
understanding of certain general aspects of the conflicting concepts of income
under ordinary accounting procedures and under income tax rules and to discuss
the possibilities and methods of a reconciliation between the two concepts. It is
believed that, on the whole, there is a definite trend sufficiently consistent to
identify the significant and characteristic principles of the income tax concept of
income and that an attempt to define this special concept is justified for its
practical value.
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THE ACCOUNTING CONCEPT OF INCOM E

The accountant is concerned primarily with realized net income, measured in
terms of current money, and does not recognize unrealized appreciation as an
element of periodic income. This accounting concept has been defined as, "The
net income of a business is the surplus remaining from the earnings after providing for all costs, expenses, and allowances for accrued or probable losses."
Time is a factor under any concept of income. To have meaning, income
must be stated in relation to a period of time. The annual period consisting of
twelve consecutive months is commonly used, although some enterprises compute income on the basis of a shorter period. The annual period is not always
the calendar year as many businesses find it expedient to use a fiscal period ending in a month other than December. Income arises generally from a continuous flow of business transactions which takes no account of calendar dates and,
for this reason, the problem of allocation of income to particular short periods
offers great difficulty.
Part Played By Accounting Conventions
It is the need for such allocation which requires the application of accounting
conventions governing the recognition of income and expense. The allocation
of income to relatively short periods of time occasions the use of accruals, prepayments, deferments, reserves —and calls for the exercise of the accountant's
judgment. This is the reason for the different results arrived at by the various
accounting methods in general use. We must realize and accept as true that
the accounting concept of income is not a photographic representation of factual
data. As Robert H. Montgomery states, "It is becoming more generally understood that annual, or other, periodic statements of income are in a degree reflections of opinion." However, they are informed opinions and are arrived at on
the basis of accepted accounting conventions, doctrines and standards. These
are utilitarian rather than fundamental laws and are stated in terms broad
enough to accommodate some diversity of practice, depending upon the purpose
for which the income statement is prepared. They have evolved mainly by common agreement among accountants, and conform to current, social and economic
concepts. Their consistent observance permits the income of one period to be
compared with that of another or with the experience of the industry. They are
supported and kept up to date by the actions of not only the accounting societies
but also such bodies as the New York Stock Exchange and the Federal Securities
840
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and Exchange Commission. Other governmental agencies which regulate public
utilities have also adopted rules governing the preparation of income statements,
which must be observed by enterprises subject to their jurisdiction.
Accounting records are maintained to facilitate administrative control of
business operations and to support the preparation of the basic accounting statements of periodic income and financial position. Such statements afford a basis
for the guidance of the business manager, the investor, the creditor, for governmental regulation (where such is asserted), and for the imposition of taxes
such as the income tax. Because of this diversity of uses, it must be recognized
that customary general purpose accounts will not serve for every case. In some
instances special purpose accounts are required. Some of the procedures set
forth to meet the requirements of the Federal income tax law conflict with
generally accepted accounting principles but, within this special field, they must
be observed as they have the sanction of law.
Cash and Accrual Methods of Accounting
Accounting methods in common use may be classified under two general
heads, the accrual method and the cash method. Here, again, it might be pointed
out that, regardless of what method of accounting is used, the measurement of
income in the long run is the same. These two methods differ from one another
mainly in the basis which they adopt for the distribution of income to the relatively short accounting periods. Accountants consider the accrual method or
one of its approved modifications as the best way of accurately computing
periodic income. The cash method, which tends to defer the recognition of
income is regarded as decidedly inferior in accuracy and suitable only in special
cases.
The principle of association of revenue and expense in the determination of
income for a particular period is one of the fundamental and universally accepted concepts of accounting theory. This principle may be considered applicable to all accounting methods. Under the rule of association of revenue
and expense, the net income of one period may reflect the effect of transactions
of another period. The reason for this is that the income realized from any one
transaction may be the result of expenses or other costs paid or incurred in
another period so that, in order to determine the correct net income, the gross
income realized in the later period is charged with these expenses or other costs.
Prepayments received in advance from customers are treated as liabilities and
included in revenue only when the services or goods have been furnished to
MARC H, 1 953
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the customer. This may occur in a period subsequent to that in which the payment was received.
Also, if it is possible to ascertain or estimate, on a reasonable basis, the expenditures to be made in the future which should be taken into account to
determine present net income, it is proper to charge them against current
revenue. Making provision for expected losses on accounts receivable would
be an example of this, as would the case of a road contractor who must guarantee
his work but who knows from experience that he must expect a certain percentage of faults to appear and so makes provision for them by setting up a
reserve in his accounts and charging this to current revenue.
The accrual method adopts the completed sale or other income transaction as
the event which determines the recognition of revenue. That the profit belongs
to the period of the completed transaction is an accepted rule. Under this
method, the actual settlement is not taken into account but rather the right to
receive. The profit arising from a transaction is computed by associating with
the revenue of a period the costs and expenses properly allocable thereto so far
as the limitations of accounting procedures permit. This rule applies whether
the sale covers goods or services. Losses and expenses which cannot be related
to the revenues of a particular period are charged in the period incurred.
Under the cash receipts method, revenue is taken into account only on the
basis of actual collections. It differs from the accrual method only in the deferment of recognition of revenue until collection is made, that is, a promise to
pay is not considered a realization of income. The cash receipts method is regarded as useful only in cases of instalment payments or where the output of
the business is in the form of services. In practice, however, persons using the
cash method make no consistent effort to operate it on the basis approved by the
accountants. The ordinary practice for determining net income under this
method is to take into account as gross revenue the receipts of a period and to
deduct from this the expenses paid and the losses incurred within the period.
This completely disregards the principle of association of revenue and expense,
and consequently results in inconsistent periodic showings. However, as stated
previously, like other accounting methods it will give the same long -run measurement of income.
We find, therefore, that the accounting concept of income is based upon an
attempt to measure income as related to fairly short periods of time, using as a
guide certain standardized accounting principles and conventions. A fundamental principle is that of matching expenses and revenues, as this method gives
a consistent base for various comparative purposes.
842
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THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX CONCEPT

A review of the history of laws imposing taxes on income shows that the
concept of taxable income depends for its existence upon constitutional authority, legislation, and judicial interpretation. The term "income" as used in the
Sixteenth Amendment has been interpreted by the courts at various times in
connection with controversies arising under income tax laws. These judicial
decisions have had great influence in shaping the special concept of taxable net
income. The following definition of income under the Sixteenth Amendment,
first used by the Supreme Court in its decision in the case of Eisner v. Macomber, has often been cited with approval:
"Income may be defined as the gain derived from capital, from labor, or from both
combined; provided it be understood to include profit gained through a sale or conversion of capital assets."

"Profit gained through a sale or conversion of capital assets" was further
defined by the Supreme Court to exclude a mere return of capital. It is interesting to the point of concern to note that the taxing power granted by the Sixteenth Amendment, as it has been construed by the courts, would authorize
taxation of gross income! In 1934, concerning the Congressional taxing powers,
the Supreme Court said: "The power to tax income ... is plain and extends to
gross income. Whether, and to what extent, deductions shall be allowed depends
upon legislative grace, and only as there is a clear provision therefore can any
particular deduction be allowed."
However, the Internal Revenue Code classifies income under two categories,
gross income and net income. Of these two categories, net income has been
consistently adopted as the basis for the computation of income tax liability.
This statutory concept is briefly defined in Section 21 of the code: " 'Net Income' means the gross income computed under Section 22 less the deductions
allowed by Section 23." After examination of gross income and deductions as
defined by the code, it becomes apparent that net income is a far more equitable
basis for the computation of tax liability than is gross income.

Gross Income
Gross income is defined in Section 22 of the Internal Revenue Code in terms
sufficiently broad to include every source of gain. The broad definition is, however, subject to certain specific statutory exclusions. These exclusions create a
distinction between taxable and non - taxable (or exempt) income, which has no
counterpart in commercial accounting. The practical effect is that the excluded
M A R C H , 1953
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or exempted items may be received without creating a liability to pay tax on
them. The items not specifically excluded must be included in gross income.
Some of the exclusions listed reflect the constitutional limitations on the taxing power of Congress, as in the case of interest derived from investment in
municipal bonds. But, in the general case, the exclusions reflect the current
social and political policies of Congress and are subject to change from time to
time, as in the case of the exclusion of income covered by treaties with foreign
governments. They also reflect current policies with respect to the distribution
of the tax burden, as in the case of exclusions, until 1949, of compensation
received for services in the armed forces during the war.
The gain (gross income) from the sale or other disposal of property is defined under the code as the excess of the amount received over the adjusted basis
of the property. The code also provides the rules for computing this adjusted
basis. As pointed out previously, the Supreme Court, in interpreting the Sixteenth Amendment, has defined income from the sale or conversion of property
as excluding a mere return of capital. Such a limitation does not apply to the
proceeds of transactions not involving the conversion of property. For example,
the total compensation received for rendering a service constitutes gross income.
There are certain conditions under income tax procedure in which the gain or
loss from the exchange of property is not recognized. These conditions apply in
the case of the exchange of a business facility for a like facility, even though
there may be a difference in the market value of the two assets. They also apply
in the case of a gain from involuntary conversion of property caused by casualty
or seizure under eminent domain, if the indemnity received is applied to replacement of the property lost. In such cases there are special rules for determining a "substituted basis" for the property received which have the effect of
preserving the basis of the original property. The nonrecognition of gain or
loss in such cases is sometimes in conflict with commercial accounting practice
because, for administrative reasons, the income tax rules are more specific and
rigid than are accounting principles.
Deductions from Gross Income
The expenditures and losses which may be deducted from gross income to
measure the statutory net income are specified in Section 23 of the Code. In
this discussion we shall consider only those which pertain to the carrying on of
a trade or business. The deductions allowed the business include, subject to
some exceptions, all the expenses paid or incurred in carrying on the business.
844
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They correspond generally to the deductions sanctioned by ordinary accounting
practice. They are subject to the limitation that they must be both "ordinary
and necessary" and that compensation paid for personal services must be "reasonable" in amount. These requirements are not inconsistent with general
accounting principles. However, the determination of whether or not these
expenses conform to income tax requirements is subject to review by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue which is inclined to approach the issue more objectively
than the taxpayer involved. The courts have had to rule on many controversies
which have arisen on this point. The issue is essentially a question of fact, to be
resolved in the light of the particular circumstances of each case.
There are several exceptions to the general rule that all the expenses incurred
in carrying on a business may be deducted. The most important single exception,
in the general case, is the Federal income tax itself. This may not be deducted.
An arbitrary limitation is placed on the amount which may be deducted for
charitable contributions. The code lists several expenses which may not be
deducted, such as expenses incurred in earning nontaxable income. These exceptions create a distinction between deductible and nondeductible expense,
which has no counterpart in commercial practice. This distinction is comparable
to the difference between taxable and nontaxable income, which has been referred to previously.
The general rule under the income tax code and regulations is that a corporation or business may deduct all losses sustained in the taxable period. It is
qualified in part by a limitation on the extent to which losses arising from the
sale or exchange of capital assets are allowed. In this respect, it is important to
note that the classification of capital assets does not include property which is
the taxpayer's stock -in- trade, nor his business real estate, nor business assets
which are subject to depreciation. However, where all or any part of a loss
sustained is not recognized it creates the distinction between deductible and
nondeductible which has already been referred to in relation to expenses.
Other items affecting the determination of net income under the income tax,
and which have no counterpart in accounting practice, are the "capital loss
carry- over" and, for net operating loss, the "carry-back and carry- over." These
are relief provisions which allow the taxpayer, under certain special rules concerning them, to determine net taxable income in certain "good" years by applying thereto all or part of the losses sustained in prior or subsequent years.
All of these special provisions should be considered as exceptions to the general
rule for determining taxable net income.
MARC H, 1 953
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Basis of Reporting
The code requires that net income shall be computed in accordance with the
method of accounting regularly employed by the taxpayer in keeping his books
of account unless the method employed does not clearly reflect the income, in
which case the computation shall be made in accordance with such method as
in the opinion of the Tax Commissioner does clearly reflect the income. In
this connection, it should be pointed out that in any instance in which it is necessary to use an inventory, regulations require the use of the accrual method of
accounting.
Therefore, while the Code and the regulations authorize and require taxpayers
to compute taxable net income in accordance with the accounting method regularly employed, this requirement is qualified by the provision that the method
so used must be adequate for determining the net income of the taxpayer for
Purposes of taxation. The "true income" which is to be reported must be computed under the Internal Revenue Code and a taxpayer may not assume that all
the accounting techniques which are sanctioned for commercial accounting
practice will be acceptable for the purposes of reporting taxable net income.
It might appear to be to the taxpayer's advantage if he could change his
method of accounting occasionally. However, he must obtain the consent of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue before reporting income for tax purposes
on a new basis. Before such consent will be granted, the taxpayer must list the
classes of items to be differently treated under the present and the proposed
methods of accounting, as well as the amounts which would be duplicated or
entirely omitted as a result of the proposed change. Further, he must agree to
special treatment for these amounts. Such complex procedure tends to eliminate
any advantage which he might obtain by shifting methods.
Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code requires gross income to be reported
in the period in which it is received unless, under the method of accounting
employed, it should be reported in another period. Under the accrual method,
income may accrue and be reported in a period prior to its actual receipt but it
may not be deferred and reported in a subsequent period.
To review the income tax concept of income, we have seen that the tax code
and regulations are the guide for determining periodic income. The final taxable
net income is influenced in part by legal and social, as well as economic, factors.
Net income under this concept means gross income less deductions. Gross income is defined to include all types of realized gain and profits, with the exception of certain exclusions, and to exclude a mere return of capital.
The requirements for reporting income and expense are specified in separate
846
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sections of the Code. The emphasis is entirely on the period rather than the
transaction, and, in the administration of the income tax, these sections are
constructed separately without regard to any principle of association of related
income and expense.
THE POINTS OF CONFLICT

In general, four methods are utilized in accounting practice in determining
when income is realized i.e., in what period it should be included. These are
the accrual, the long -term contract, the instalment sales, and the cash methods.
Perhaps the best basis for comparison would be to take up each separately. It
would be well to point out that the accrual method of accounting is the most
important method commercially. This method might almost be considered the
universal method and the others as exceptions which are used only in special
cases.

When the Accrual Method of Accounting Is Used
As to the accrual method, the conflict between recognition of periodic income
under ordinary accounting practice and under the Federal income tax regulations
may best be brought out by stating in general terms the various factors and their
application in determining net income under the two concepts. Under the
accounting theory, periodic net income consists of the gross income from completed transactions within the period, less expenses and losses which can properly be associated with those transactions. Prepayments for services are not considered income until determined by completed transactions. Expenses and losses
incurred in a period but properly associated with completed transactions of
another period are allocated to the latter period. Against this, the income tax
theory of periodic net income consists of the gross income from completed transactions within a period, less expenses and losses legally incurred in the period.
Prepayments for services are considered income in the period received.
Thus, it will be noted that, under general accounting practice, the expenses
which are directly related to a transaction are allocated to the period in which
the gross income from that transaction is taken into account. Conversely, in the
case of prepayments, the gross income from a transaction is allocated to the
period in which the transaction is completed. In theory, the net income from
each transaction is the important concept, and the periodic net income amounts
to a summation of the net income from the various transactions completed in
the period. It is possible to make this statement because the principle of associaMAR CH, 19 53
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tion, of matching revenue and expense, bars the reporting of the revenue and
expense of a transaction in separate periods.
Under income tax theory, gross income is allocated to periods on the same
basis as under accounting theory, with the exception of prepayments for service.
However, all expenses are charged against income in the period in which they
are incurred and no attempt is made to associate them with the related income
from completed transactions. Under income tax theory gross income and expenses (deductions from gross income) are two separate concepts, each of which
is allocated to a period under parallel but independent conventions.
There is a marked difference between general accounting practice and income
tax practice with respect to the conventions governing the allocation of income
to periods where the income is derived from furnishing services or is in the
form of interest and rent, when revenue from such sources is received as a prepayment. Under accounting theory and practice, income from these sources,
whether received in advance or not, is taken into account in the period in which
the services are performed or in the periods covering interest and rent charges.
Under income tax regulations, however, such revenue must be taken into account
as income for the period in which it is received or in which the right to receive
it "accrues" in the legal sense, even though such payment is in advance of the
period in which the services are to be furnished or prior to the interest or rental
period.
Although, under the income tax regulations, prepayments must be considered
income in the period received or accrued, the expenses and costs which are
certain to arise in rendering the service may not be charged to gross income as
deductions before the period in which they are, from a legal viewpoint, incurred.
As frequently happens, these deductions may be incurred in a subsequent period,
with the result that that income will be taken into account in one period, and
related costs and expenses in another. This is a direct repudiation of the principle of matching revenue and expenses.
When Long -Term Contracts Are Involved
The determination of periodic income from long -term contracts under the
accounting concept corresponds generally with the income tax alternative referred to as the percentage of completion method. Under the income tax concept, however, provisions for expected contingencies, which are ordinarily considered essential by accountants, are not allowed. This conflict is analogous to
that which exists under the accrual method in which the income tax concept
does not admit anticipated expense in determining income.
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The alternative for determining long -term contract income under income
tax procedure is, strangely enough, almost entirely in accord with a strict accrual
method under accounting principles. All income and all expenses and losses
related to that income are included in the period of the completed transaction
regardless of the period in which accrued or incurred, both terms being used
in their legal sense. This is the one occasion upon which the principle of association of revenue and expense is adopted by the income tax concept. The
regulation against anticipating expense is still retained and is still in conflict with
accounting theory.
When the Instalment Sales Method Is Used
The third accounting method to be compared is the instalment sales method.
From an accounting point of view, this method is essentially a modification of
the cash method. The main difference from the cash method is that a proportion
of each collection is considered profit (income). Under the income tax concept
the procedure is the same, that is, a proportion of each collection is deemed to
be profit.
However, under the tax regulations, expenses may be deducted only in the
year in which paid or incurred, so that the profit taken into account for each
collection can best be related to gross income rather than to net income. Accounting theory allocates only a proportionate part of total expenses to the revenue from collections in any one period, so that the profit from collections in a
specific period corresponds to net income rather than to gross income. It must
be admitted, however, that this difference between the two concepts exists mainly
in theory and that in accounting practice the procedure is almost identical to
that of the income tax regulations.
When the Accounting Is On a Cash Basis
Like the instalment method, the cash method under accounting principles
differs from the income tax concept in that expenses, according to tax regulations, must be deducted in the period in which paid and the principle of matching revenue and expense is disregarded.
Again, this difference lies mainly in theory, for the cash method as developed
under income tax procedures is essentially the same cash receipts and disbursements method, with the exception that the prepayments discussed under the
accrual method must be prorated to the proper period. Thus the income tax
concept differs from the accounting theory in that it ignores the principle of
association.
M A R C H , 1953
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Accounting practice differs from accounting theory in much the same manner
but the income tax concept differs from accounting practice in that prepayments
for services and for special items, such as rent, must be allocated to the proper
period to which they apply.
SUMMARY

It has become apparent that net income computed under high standards of
accounting may differ radically from taxable net income, and may not be taken
as a measure of it. This divergence is true even of net income computed under
accounting rules set forth by governmental regulatory bodies.
What Is the Basic Difference?
The differences are due to the basic conflict of the two concepts in the determination of net income. This conflict stems from the principle of association
of income and expenses, which is accepted and advocated as much as possible
under the accounting concept and repudiated and disregarded under the income
tax concept. Frequently these basically divergent concepts cannot be reconciled
by superficial adjustments but require costly accounting procedures. This situation has led one commentator to advocate the maintenance of two separate sets
of records for determining net income under each concept.
The effect of the conflict is most marked in large corporations which compute
income on the basis of a careful application of accounting standards and conventions which strive to measure periodic income as accurately as is possible. It
is probably that the majority of operating corporations fall somewhere between
theoretical accounting perfection and the income tax practice of taking expenses
(deductions) into consideration in the period in which they are paid or incurred. In almost every corporation, the majority of income and expense items
occur in the same period under both concepts, so that it is only over those items
which, under the accounting concept, should be allocated to another period that
the conflict arises.
After eliminating from consideration the special factors in income tax procedure which affect the determination of net income and have no counterpart
in ordinary accounting procedures, it has become apparent that a conflict between
the two concepts still remains. This conflict arises from differences in the treatment accorded the same factors for determining income under income tax procedure and under accepted accounting procedures. These differences result
basically from the application of the two concepts, or theories, for determining
income.
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How Does the Conflict Arise?
It has become apparent that the origin of the conflict is not in the code itself,
but rather in the administration and interpretation of the code by the income tax
authorities and by the courts. The divergence might be said to arise from the
different viewpoints adopted in the development of the two concepts.
The accounting concept has been motivated by conservatism and accuracy,
conservatism in making provisions for all anticipated losses and expenses and
accuracy by associating with revenue all the costs and expenses related to it to
determine proper net income. Consequently there is a tendency, under the accounting concept, to delay the recognition of unrealized profits (i.e., unearned)
and to accelerate the recognition of expenses (deductions).
This outlook has been emphatically rejected in income tax administration and,
instead, there is substituted an emphasis on determinable events. With the
exception of the time at which income is regarded as realized, the individual
transaction is completely disregarded as to the determination of periodic net
income. The income tax law is designed to raise revenue. Consequently, the
same hazards which incline accountants to conservatism impel the tax administration to accelerate the recognition of income and to defer the recognition of
expenses.
It may be said, in general, that the income tax concept is influenced by the
expected legalistic attitude of the courts which has to be taken into consideration in establishing policies and procedures that will be reviewed and examined
by them.
Another powerful factor affecting the income tax concept is practicability in
administration. When a choice arises between two procedures or interpretations,
each equally consistent with the statute, the regulations are almost certain to
reflect the one which can most easily be determined. The courts will generally
uphold such an interpretation and will not condemn it unless it is found to be
inconsistent with the statute. Thus, it is not sufficient for a taxpayer to show
that some alternative procedure is equally consistent with the statute. He must
establish to the courts' satisfaction that the official procedure is inconsistent.
In summary, the conflicting outlooks of the two concepts may be compared
by regarding the income tax concept as legalistic and the accounting concept as
economic. In addition, the income tax approach in determining net income is
factual, that is, it emphasizes determinable events. On the other hand, under
the accounting concept, the determination of net income depends to a large
extent upon experienced judgment.
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How Can the Conflict Be Resolved?
What are the probabilities for a reconciliation between the two concepts and
in what manner could it be brought about? In appraising the possibility of a
reconciliation, it would seem that the accounting concept, being the less rigid
of the two, might be expected to make the greater adjustment. It is true that
the income tax concept has already influenced the accounting concept to a degree
but the gap between the two concepts still remains and will remain, unless the
accountants agree to forsake the fundamental principle of associating income
and expenses. Such action appears very unlikely and undesirable.
It is also unlikely that the income tax concept will be changed voluntarily to
effect a reconciliation. The Bureau of Internal Revenue, which administers the
law, undoubtedly favors the tried and familiar procedures and it is just as
probable that, even if the Bureau were willing to make adjustments, such adjustments would not be allowed by the Supreme Court. As the Supreme Court
is the final legal authority, it is impossible to override its opinions and decisions
on the code and next to impossible to persuade it to change a previous interpretation, regardless of how logical and convincing the argument for a change. This
is largely due to the legal principle of stare decisis (let the decision stand).
The remaining possibility for effecting a reconciliation between the two
concepts lies in legislation. This involves a change in the code so that the conflict between the two concepts will disappear. While the author has been pessimistic about the probability of any comprehensive change in the tax concept to
effect a reconciliation with the accounting concept, an attack on a particular procedure which appears vulnerable, might be successful. A procedure, which is
strikingly inconsistent, is the treatment required for a prepayment received.
This is the requirement to take prepayments into account in the period in which
received or accrued as a legal right.
The justice of such a change, in view of the inconsistency of the present
regulation and the hardship it imposes by taxing receipts rather than earnings,
would be so obvious that it might succeed where a more comprehensive change
would fail. Once endorsed, it might prove to be the entering wedge for further
changes through the discussion and study which it would create. It would also
serve to bring the general conflict between the two concepts into the limelight.
This alone would be of great importance because, unless the conflict is brought
into public view, no legislative action towards reconciliation can ever be
expected.
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Tax Planning Involves the Cost Accountant
by EDGAR C. MEISKY
Federal Tax Specialist, Miller & Miller, York, Penna.

The present article discerns in cost records an insufficiently used source

of information for taking advantage of privileges offered taxpayers by

the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations, both for normal and excess
profits tax purposes. The author also points out that the cost accountant
is in a position to help at certain points in preparation of state income
tax returns.

on income Or net worth are under consideration, the cost accountant and his records are seldom considered as having
any material contribution to make toward the goal of keeping taxes at a legal
minimum. It is the purpose of this article to enumerate some of the phases of
tax accounting in which a complete rapport between the tax accountant and the
cost accountant may be highly important. In the presentation of the subject, an
attempt will be made to avoid the technicalities of both costs and taxes. This
approach is necessary because of the various types of cost systems and the extreme complexities of tax laws. The basic cost information required for tax
purposes may be gleaned from any competent cost system. Having such cost
information available, the tax man may then be guided by his knowledge of the

W
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law in applying it.
The subject naturally divides itself into three categories:
I. Federal income taxes.
2. Federal excess profits tax.
3. State corporation taxes.

The application of cost information to each of these will be discussed in the
above order. Possible tax uses of data from the cost department or records will
be suggested.
FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

Statutory concepts of taxable net income differ from generally accepted accounting principles in some specific items. These exceptions are usually concerned with limitations on certain deductions, nontaxable or partially taxable
income, and reasonableness of various deductions. Viewed in this light, there
would seem to be little need for costs to further enlighten the picture. There
are, however, various sections of the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations
which allow the taxpayer some discretion in manner or method of determining
taxable income. It is in these elections or changes that possibilities exist for the
uses of cost information.
MARC H, 1 953
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Depreciation
A deduction for depreciation is allowed on the various types of fixed assets
used in the business. The basis for this deduction is the tax cost of the assets,
but the portion of such cost allowable as a charge -off for each taxable year must
be based upon one of the specified methods. Since several of these methods use
a fixed percentage of the cost, they have no place in this discussion.
However, an acceptable method seldom used is known as "unit of production basis." The formula for the yearly depreciation amount under this method
allows the taxpayer a deduction computed by multiplying the units produced
each year by a unit cost of depreciation based upon the probable total production over the life expectancy of the machine or machines. It is, of course,
understood that this method must be adopted upon the filing of an "initial
return" and the taxpayer is bound by his election to continue reporting depreciation deductions in future years in the same manner.
Under these conditions, it may be well worth while for the person responsible
for the preparation of the initial return to consult with the cost department
regarding factors, such as probable useful lives of the individual or departmental
units of equipment, the anticipated units of production over such useful periods,
and the budgeted or expected sales of products. All of this information will be
available through the cost accountant and a careful study of it will disclose the
best method of depreciation to inaugurate on an initial return.
Depreciation methods, once adopted on the initial return, must be adhered
to both as to type of method and rates or useful lives adopted originally. The
usual criterion for estimating the useful life of a particular type of equipment is
the Treasury Department's "Bulletin F." However, in special instances, the
allowance originally based upon "Bulletin F" may prove to be too low. In this
event, it would be possible to show, from a comparison of departmental allowed
costs for repairs, maintenance, etc., with actual costs for the same items, that
the latter are continuing persistently higher. In this case, it would be apparent
that the original life expectancy of the machine or machines will be shorter
than anticipated and that a higher rate of depreciation could be sustained.
One other feature of depreciation deserves mention. The possibility exists that
machinery not fully depreciated under regular rates in use, may not be turning
out work at normal or expected production rates. If this below -par production
is the result of excessive use of the equipment or an increase in the number of
shifts, and if an earlier than anticipated retirement of the machinery can be
shown, it is entirely probable that cost and production records will substantiate
a revision of the expected life for such machinery.
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Obsolescence
Apart from the regular depreciation deduction which "contemplates an allowance for ordinary obsolescence," a deduction for extraordinary or unusual obsolescence is available. Generally, this is an extremely difficult item to substantiate.
Since unusual obsolescence would be most likely to be the result of technical
improvements not available in equipment or methods in use by the taxpayer, it
is evident that any such obsolescence sustained will only be known from the
cost and engineering departments. Production records from the cost department
will provide a unit of comparison with engineering estimates for newer types of
equipment. Thus, if the rate of production on present equipment can be shown
as economically unprofitable in competition with improved types, it would appear
that a special allowance for obsolescence is provable.

Inventories
One of the best -known and most frequently used of the allowable methods
of stating inventory valuations is the well -known "cost or market, whichever is
lower." As interpreted by the regulations, this method applies to individual
items in the inventory, i.e., the lower of cost or market is to be selected for
each type of material. To correctly reflect this ruling, it is necessary to know
both the cost and market values for each item of material in the inventory, then
select the lower in each case, to be used as the valuation for the specific item.
This effects a mixed basis for the entire inventory, since some materials will
be priced at market and others at cost. A comparison of perpetual inventory
records, purchase commitments, and vendors' current price lists for all types of
material on the inventory list will provide the unit values to be used for inventory purposes. Since these records are available to the cost accountant, he
could perform a good service to the tax man by preparing the inventory recapitulation in a form which will show for each item of materials the cost, the
market value, which is lower and which is to be used for valuation in tax
reporting.
This same rule of "cost or market, whichever is lower" is also applicable to
materials and labor in the work -in- process inventory. In the case of the labor
element of work -in- process inventory, there is no one better fitted than the cost
accountant to determine what factors to consider as to cost or market. He will
know how the labor portion of this segment of the inventory is taken up on
the records, what fluctuations exist in labor rates for the period under review,
and how the type of cost system and inventory methods will reflect book values
for labor -in- process as against the current or market rates.
M A R C H , 1953
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By- product costs offer another opportunity. They are usually determined in
any industry by one of the commonly accepted allocation methods. This arbitrary costing may or may not result advantageously to the taxpayer. However,
if the by- product material is either a salable item at the split -off point or is
available on the market in such state, the pricing methods in effect within the
plant producing it for further processing, may be compared with the cost of the
same material on the market.
The use of standard costs also poses a problem in the valuation of inventories
for tax purposes. Since the Treasury Department will not accept standard cost
valuations, the over or under absorbed burden remaining after costing operations at standard, must be allocated so as to produce an actual cost of goods
sold and an inventory at actual cost.
The most usual and easiest method to adjust standard inventory to actual
cost is a simple arithmetical allocation consisting of two fractions, using total
standard cost of production as a common denominator and using as numerators
the standards for the cost of goods sold and inventory. Such an allocation presumes the same sales mix in cost of sales and inventories and may not reflect
the true situation. It would be most advisable to determine whether any of the
following conditions existed for the taxable year under consideration:
I. When certain raw materials, used only in
a portion of the product line, show a
greater proportion of the total materials
price variance than would result from the
over -all price variance.
2. If any labor or burden variances are centered largely in a department or departments which do not process the complete
product line.

3. When scrap and spoilage shows as a
larger cost to any one group of products, either as a normal or a special circumstance.
4. If any one or a class of products has
been costed at standards showing greater
variance from actual costs than the total
over -all variances.

Circumstances such as the above are only indicative and will no doubt come
to light upon investigation. Then, depending upon their relative importance
to the total inventory valuation, the facts may be marshalled to properly reflect
the actual cost of the various products in the inventory.
In the "lifo" inventory valuation method, the regulations allow one of the
few exceptions to the usual cost or cost or market methods. As a whole, "lifo"
is a very involved method and the present article has no place for a discussion
of its mechanics. However, the election to use "lifo" is available either for selected portions of the materials only or any one phase of a manufacturing process
or to the entire cost of manufacture, including labor and burden. With this latitude allowable, it is readily seen that the cost records will be of invaluable
assistance in making the decision to use "lifo" and in the selection of the materials, processes and cost to be selected for the method.
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Change in Accounting Period
Upon proper application and approval by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, a taxpayer may change his accounting period from a calendar year to a
fiscal year, or vice versa. This change necessitates the filing of a "short- period"
return for the interval between the close of last year on the old basis and the
first complete new fiscal year. Such a short period return must be "annualized"
—i.e., the short period net income projected to a full twelve month period
based upon the average actual net income for the actual number of months in the
short period. The tax computed on this "annual" income is then reduced to
the fractional amount represented by the number of months in the short period.
This mandatory procedure may result in a higher annualized net income for
the twelve months beginning with the first day of the short period than eventually results from actual operations for the same period. If this is the case, relief
is afforded the taxpayer, by his right to file a claim under Section 47 (c) ( 2 )
of the Internal Revenue Code. The person responsible for tax matters will be
familiar with the provisions of this relief measure. It need only be noted that
there are two different periods and three computations involved and also that
a complete actual profit picture is required for each of the periods. The cost
accountant can furnish answers to many of the problems concerning these
periods, respecting closing inventory valuations, operating costs and variances,
etc. The proper determination of net profit and the substantiation of the costs
used for each period may be the determining factor in recovering excessive taxes
paid for the short period.
FEDERAL EXCESS PROFITS TAX

This very complicated and cumbersome tax law has much cost information
buried in its many excess profits credit methods and its elections relative to
certain items of income and expense in both the taxable and base period years.
As it is not the present purpose to make any exposition of the tax laws, it must
suffice to designate some of the sections in the law for which cost information
could prove useful.
Growth Method; Base Period Abnormalities, Long -Term Contracts
In the "net sales test" —to qualify for the growth method of determining
the excess profits tax credit under Sec. 435 (1) (b), a classification of sales
is required and, of course, this may readily be obtained through the detail records. Furthermore, cost and sales records may indicate classes of products, parts
M A R C H , 1953
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and component articles in detail sufficient to demonstrate the eligibility to use
such a method.
Base period abnormalities are still another relevant subject. Under Sections
442, 443 and 444, certain abnormal conditions as to interruptions in production,
changes in products or services and increases in capacity may be used to qualify
for an industry rate of return as a substitute for actual base period income. As
the general accounting records will not disclose the data required to support
application for these sections, it is necessary to investigate the cost and production records, plant asset records and others.
The tests prescribed by the regulations as to changes in products contain a
condition as to the time of the inception of new products. As this date is so
highly important, records from planning, production or cost data may more
definitely establish the introduction of the new product on a date which will
qualify.
Qualification for relief under Sec. 444 is based upon an increase in capacity.
For this purpose, capacity is measured by both productive facilities and the
dollar basis for these facilities, under two different types of limitations. Since
the World War II excess profits tax law developed some decisions under a
comparable section, it is not improbable that productive capacity may be construed to encompass, not only the additional production flowing from additional facilities, but the potential productive capacity of such facilities. By such
a criterion, it would be necessary to know, not only actual production, but to
project the output to a normal capacity, whether actually used or not.
Long -term contracts have special excess profits tax problems. A taxpayer
engaged in the performance of contracts requiring more than twelve months
for completion, may elect to report excess profits income on the percentage of
completion method. To determine whether or not this would be beneficial requires the cost department records be analyzed and put on the proper basis.
This having been done, the tax effect of electing the percentage of completion
method may be studied.
Acquisition of Assets of "Predecessor"
Under Parts II and IV of the Revenue Acts of 1950 and 1951, corporations
acquiring all or part of the assets of a so- called "predecessor" organization,
may be restricted or required to use an income credit based upon the "predecessor" corporation's experience. These sections of the excess profits tax acts
are highly technical. Most of the provisions are new. Some have no covering
regulations at this writing. None have been tried in the courts. Therefore,
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definitive meanings and intent are matters of opinion until clarified by court
decisions.
However, it is clear that the situation envisioned exists for some taxpayers
and that, under certain conditions, an acquiring corporation has an option to
use an earning experience based upon either the fair market value of the properties involved or upon the earnings experience of such properties. Thus, an
acquiring corporation has the problem of determining, for instance, the earnings experience of a portion of a predecessor's assets. How this is to be done
depends upon the facts of a particular circumstance. But it is apparent that
cost records will be invaluable to accomplish the job.
STATE CORPORATION TAXES

Most states have some type of income, franchise and capital stock taxes
on corporations, but the provisions vary from state to state, making it impossible
to generalize on a nation -wide basis. Nevertheless, many of the state laws contain factors of valuation, allocation of assets and income and /or expenses.
Although the computations differ, the general principles are common. Because
of these variations in the several states, it is possible only to point out the areas
of costs and operating factors which are pertinent to the present discussion.
Valuation
Under some state laws, some assets may be valued at a current value. This
means, as an example, that, in the category of inventories, it may be possible
for the cost accountant to establish a basis lower than book value.
Allocations
In the event any state law permits the allocations of assets, income, or certain items of expense, it is of the utmost importance to determine the following
facts:
I. Location of all tangible assets.
2. Movements of rolling stock within and
without the state.
3. Location of all inventories or stock - piles.
4. Amounts paid for certain items, such as

wages, commissions and salaries to certain residents of foreign states.
S. Sale made without the state and the
originating point of either sales orders
or shipments.
b. Sales offices maintained outside the state.

These comments relative to state taxes are, of necessity, very broad. They are
included here only to put the cost accountant on guard as to the possibilities
which may be present for tax saving if the proper information as to plant asset
accounts, cost records, sales distribution, inventory locations, etc., is presented
for use in the preparation of the state corporate returns.
MARC H, 1 953
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CONCLUSION

So long as the existing concepts of income taxes continue, the remarks which
have been made here relating to income taxes are valid and, as it is still possible
to re -study and amend any excess profits tax schedule filed under the current
law, such portions of this text as are relevant to the excess profits tax may bear
consideration.
The writer cannot subscribe to the theory that income taxes are not a cost.
Although income taxes bear no relation to any figure on the income statement,
they are as much a part of costs to the taxpayer as any direct expense. As a cost,
they affect all groups of the public: the owners of the taxpaying corporation,
its employees, and the public as purchasers of the corporation's products. Consequently, with the present high rate of taxes, any savings accomplished in this
field will affect in some degree all of the public, either through higher wages,
lower sales prices, or in funds available to the producing corporation for experimentation in new and better products for the public. It must also be remembered that a tax dollar saved is a one hundred per cent saving.
The suggestions and comments which have been made are not intended to be
a complete exposition of either the cost or the tax phases of any of the topics.
They are, however, meant to be provocative to both cost man and tax man.
Since this article is addressed to the cost accountant, he should be aware that
information reposing in his records can be useful to the tax department. Unless
he studies it and presents the findings to the tax department, the facts will
remain buried in the cost or auxiliary records. Conversely, the tax man will have
factual information available for his guidance if he forms a working partnership
with his firm's cost accountant. Cooperation of this nature will prove beneficial
to each of the responsible officials and to their firm.
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The Retailers' Excise Tax — and the Manufacturer
by ELMER C. BRINKMAN
Tax Accountant, Walgreen Co., Chicago, Illinois

Noting the several principal angles from which the retailers' excite
tax bears adversely upon the profitable operations and convenience of
companies in that category, the author of this article digs a bit "behind
the scenes." He finds that inattention to this tax by manufacturers has
resulted in forfeiting many opportunities to qualify exemptions and so
lower consumer outlays for the particular products, with the implication of improved markets for them.
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and toilet preparations at the rate of ten per cent of the price for which the
article is sold. The 1943 Act added a twenty per cent retailers' excise tax on
luggage effective April 1, 1944 and increased the rate on jewelry, furs and
toilet preparations from ten to twenty per cent.
When the rates were increased and the tax extended to cover the retail sale
of luggage, it was conceded that this was a war tax measure and its termination
was fixed upon the first day of the first month which was to begin six months
or more after the date of the termination of hostilities. Since the war was proclaimed to have ended at noon, December 31, 1946 the termination date would
have been July 1 , 1947 except that the 80th Congress by Public Law 17 removed
the termination clause from the code. The only significant relief from the law
which taxpayers have experienced occurred in the 1951 Act which removed the
tax from baby oils, powders, lotions or other articles intended to be used or
applied only to the care of babies.
The social consequences of the tax are readily apparent. Whatever amount
is taken from the public in the form of taxes reduces the balance available for
spending on essentials or luxuries. This statement can scarcely be misunderstood,
yet it is amazing how frequently it is treated as being of no concern. The affected
groups include consumers or the general public, retailers, and manufacturers.
The tax imposes duties and responsibilities upon them, not merely to the Federal
Government but between the groups themselves.
Impact on the Public
The first duty and only one imposed upon the public is, of course, that most
important one of paying the tax. Regulations 51 say that "the tax attaches when
MARCH. 1953
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the title to the article sold passes from the retailer to a purchaser." Many retailers bemoan this provision, claiming the tax could more easily be administered
as a manufacturers' excise tax. Others claim that collection by the retailer from
the consumer and the monthly payment by the retailer to the government is unnecessarily onerous. These people advocate the adoption of a stamp tax in lieu
of the existing method. But many students of taxation feel that the method has
the definite advantages of keeping the tax before the public rather than hiding
it among others costs.
The public can do little to escape the tax but the retailer and the manufacturer
can do much to eliminate the tax from certain articles. All too frequently,
however, the retailer takes the attitude that all he has to do is collect the tax
from the public and pay it over to the government, ignoring his social and
economic duty to the public to keep the tax at a minimum. The manufacturer
frequently takes the attitude that he is even further removed from the social consequences of the tax than is the retailer.
Obligations of the Retailer

The duties and social obligations imposed upon the retailer are numerous.
Primarily he has the social obligation of holding the tax to the minimum for
the benefit of the consuming public and himself. Surely there can be no quarrel
with the philosophy which says, "If I can legally sell this article for one dollar
without collecting twenty cents tax or if I can sell this article for one dollar
and need collect only ten cents tax, not twenty, then my social obligation to my
customers is to do just that." If the retailer silently adds "Besides which the customer may spend the ten or twenty cent tax saving in my store on some other
article" who can blame him for that?
But the retailer has many additional problems forced upon him as the result
of the tax. He must consider the tax in his purchasing policies. It is not merely
a question of whether the article can be sold for one dollar but rather whether
the article can be sold for one dollar plus twenty cents tax. In connection with
this problem the retailer must remember that there is always the type of individual who does not object to paying one dollar twenty cents for an article but
who is outraged when he is asked to pay one dollar plus twenty cents tax.
In the mechanics of handling the tax, the retailer must assume many additional burdens. These include:
I. The burden of determining the status of
each article he sells in order that tax may
be collected where applicable. Of
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have already considered this factor but,
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if he neglects to consider it when purchasing, then he must consider it when
selling the article.
2. The burden of instructing and supervising
his sales force with reference to applicability of the tax. This can be accomplished by oral instruction in the case of
the small independent retailer, but the
retailer of the chain store type or the
large department store type has greater
problems. He must usually furnish books
or forms of instructions which must periodically be reprinted because of changes
in the status of articles or the appearance of new items on the markets. During the interim between printings, he

must advise his store personnel of additions and changes in the printed books
or forms. All this requires the time and
services of capable personnel and the
incurring of expensive printing costs.
3. The burden of drawing up forms suitable
to the recording of the fax and the problem of preparing and filing returns.
4. The burden of undergoing periodic examinations, with the possibility of deficiency assessments without recourse to
customers in the event of a deficiency
arising from the incorrect inferpretafion of the taxable status of certain
articles.

All these burdens have been forced upon the retailer without any compensation for his efforts. The federal government could well consider the policy
adopted by many state governments in the filing of sales tax returns, which
policy allows the retailer a discount (usually a percentage of the tax) to compensate him for the expense and trouble of filing returns, etc.
Obligations of the Manufacturer
Although the tax is a retailers' excise attaching when title to the merchandise
passes from the retailer to the consuming public and would, therefore, seem to
be of no concern to manufacturers, the social obligations falling upon the manufacturer are actually greater than those falling upon either consumers or retailers. This is true because the manufacturer decides upon new products to be
brought upon the market and is sometimes faced with certain options which
result in, or eliminate, taxation of the article. Similarly, by his choice of advertising methods, the manufacturer may create or eliminate taxability.
As a prime social obligation, the manufacturer should attempt to hold the
tax to a minimum for the benefit of the consuming public, the retailer, and
himself. It requires little imagination for the manufacturer to adopt the retailer's
philosophy expressed above and, if he expands the retailer's unspoken motive
into "Besides which the public may spend the ten or twenty cent tax saving in
my customer's stores on some other article in my line," can he be blamed for
that?
Aside from the social obligations which the tax places upon the manufacturer,
is the very practical problem of considering the applicability of the tax in planning new products or in marketing existing products. The manufacturer must
constantly ask himself, "if my product is ruled taxable how can I compete with
other articles on the market which are tax exempt ?" Therefore, when the
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product is still on the drawing boards, the problem of its tax status must be
determined. To postpone the problem may be to risk the loss of research and
experimental expenses if the product becomes taxable and, consequently, cannot
be profitably sold.
One feature of the law sometimes ignored is the fact that a product may
become subject to the tax merely because of the advertising claims made in its
behalf. Regulations 51, Section 320.50, dealing with the scope of the tax says,
"Any article advertised or held out for toilet purposes, or for any purpose for which
the articles enumerated in the law are customarily used, will be subject to the
tax regardless of the name by which it may be known or distinguished ". The
same section, in discussing the elimination from the tax of lotions, oils, powders,
or other articles intended to be used or applied only in the care of babies, says,
"The determination of whether toilet articles are intended to be used or applied
only in the care of babies will be made only by reference to the advertising with
respect to, and the labeling contained on, the article ".
The manufacturer, therefore, must carefully examine all labeling, packaging,
directions for use and advertising in order to be assured that he is not converting
an otherwise exempt article into a taxable article. He has the further problem,
where his advertising department tells him certain advertising slogans creating
taxability will definitely help sell the product, of weighing the stimulus provided
by the advertising against the deterrent provided by the addition of tax.
The manufacturer must also be in a position to advise his customer (the
retailer) of the taxable status of his product. Of course, most products can
easily be assigned to a taxable or a nontaxable status. But, just as day does not
proceed into night except thru a period of twilight, so certain products tend to
group themselves on or near the border between taxability and nontaxability and
their status can only be determined after the most thorough examination.
Fortunately, this situation has been recognized by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue and he has repeatedly urged manufacturers and retailers to submit
samples of any product the taxability of which may be questioned, together with
the labels and other advertising matter, in order that the product may be ruled
upon.
Neglect of Opportunities to Establish Exemptions
Although the great bulk of manufacturers accept the duties and social obligations imposed upon them by the law, the writer feels that certain manufacturers
have failed utterly to recognize or to accept their responsibilities. In particular, with
reference to the responsibility of the manufacturer to the public, to the retailer,
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and to himself to hold the tax to the minimum, many manufacturers are entirely
indifferent to this obligation. At least three instances come to mind in which
manufacturers, among the largest in their respective fields, amended their
labeling, packaging and advertising and thereby secured exemption from the tax
for certain of their products. Having done all this, they then failed to notify
retailers of the changed status, thereby undoing, for such a period of time as the
retailers remained in ignorance, any benefits from the exemption.
Another point relates to "combination" sales. Frequently manufacturers bring
out promotional offers of a special product, sold in combination with a regular
product. These are not distribution of free samples, because one article cannot be
secured except by the purchase of the other. Inevitably some of these sales of a
combination of two or more articles involve a taxable and a nontaxable article.
The rule covering situations of this kind prescribes a tax upon the combined
price, unless the prices of the individual articles making up the set are stated
separately and so billed to the retailer or are clearly indicated in the records of
the retailer. In these circumstances, the tax applies only to the articles held to
be taxable. Where prices cannot be used, as would be true in promotional sizes,
the relative costs of the component items may be substituted as a basis for calculating tax on covered items in the set.
Therefore, manufacturers have an opportunity on combinations to save the
public tax. All too frequently, they do not avail themselves of this. One manufacturer, marketing a lotion with a pump dispenser, advised that its legal counsel
claimed the application of the above formula "would jeopardize our claim that
the dispenser was being given free" and that it was its belief that "the use of
the word 'free' on the promotion offsets many times the reduction in selling
price (presumably price plus tax) which would be affected thereby." In subsequent correspondence with this manufacturer, it was indicated that "It does not
seem advisable to try to split the excise tax." Not advisable to keep more monies
in the hands of the public to be spent on this firm's products?
Another prominent manufacturer has stated, with reference to the combination
offer of a taxable and a nontaxable article as follows: "In reviewing the pricing
procedure on this combination, we do not find any ruling contrary to usual
pricing procedures. The (nontaxable component) is being given to the consumer
free of any cost ..."
Some may argue that the manufacturers are properly reluctant to divulge their
costs. But this does not follow, because all that would be divulged in establishing
the tax on combinations is, as already indicated, the relative proportion of the
costs of the articles to the combination, not the absolute costs. The writer is far
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more inclined to blame general apathy and indifference on the part of manufacturers toward the subject as a whole than their desire to maintain cost secrecy.

Planning for Tax - Exempt Products
Manufacturers definitely have the problem of considering the possible applicability of the tax when planning new products. At the time that each is still in
the drawing board stage, routine planning requires that costs be estimated and
the selling price and the market at that price be anticipated. Now, if the product
is taxable, it follows that the anticipated market may be drastically affected by this
factor. Yet many manufacturers apparently ignore this problem in their planning. Within this writer's experience is knowledge of four prominent manufacturers marketing a new type of product correcting a social undesirability for
which other existing remedies have already been declared taxable, and using
advertising slogans perilously close to taxability. Yet none of these manufacturers
considered the problem until the question had first been advanced by the retail
trade. The fact that these manufacturers emerged with nontaxable rulings bespeaks their good fortune rather than their foresightedness.
On another occasion, a manufacturer produced a novelty toy article, consisting
of a paper toy wallet in which were several stage -money bills of huge denomination, with the product being marketed under the title of "Be A Big Wheel"
or some such attractive title. The basic idea, of course, was to produce a toy for
the enjoyment of boys of four or five years of age. But the Treasury Department
decided the article was taxable as an article of luggage because the tax attaches
"regardless of the design, size, or materials from which made, or the purpose
used." The decision overlooked the fact that the article was not
for which
...
"commonly and commercially sold" as a wallet but was sold as a toy, but this
did not help the manufacturer to dispose of his stock at the less attractive margin.
Another fault which can be charged to manufacturers lies in their failure to
use substitute materials or designs to produce a nontaxable status for their products. The tax on luggage applies to brief cases made of leather or imitation
leather and the regulations provide that a ring binder capable of being closed on
all four sides by means of a zipper, lock, snap fastener, etc. is a brief case. One
progressive manufacturer made his particular ring binder of heavy cardboard,
treated with a solution to make it water repellent and processed to simulate a
wooden grain finish. If the ring binder simulated wood, it could not simulate
leather! Hence, for a considerable period, this particular manufacturer enjoyed
a competitive advantage.
The law which we are considering here taxes certain special articles, such as
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cigarette cases, cigarette holders, cigarette lighters, etc. if made of gold, silver or
platinum, platings of gold, silver, or platinum or alloys of gold, silver, or
platinum. However, when the coating is of a thickness less than .00001 inch
or when the article is made of some other material (such as engine - turned
chrome), it is not taxable. Another tax saving has been made by the manufacturers of cleansing pads and deodorant pads. In these products, only the solution
is taxable and the portion of the selling price attributable to the cotton discs
escapes the tax. These examples are indicative of foresight in planning products.

Watch Your Advertising Claims
The pitfall of advertising traps many manufacturers. One plastic food bag
was declared exempt only after the deletion of claims that it could also be used
as a cosmetic bag, a beach bag, or a knitting bag. Another bag was ruled tax exempt, because its advertising stressed house use and its design precluded its
use as a receptacle to carry toilet articles, wearing apparel, etc.

A Place for Better Manufacturer- Retaller Relationships
Many manufacturers treat with the utmost indifference the problem of
acquainting the retailer with the taxable status of their products. One manufacturer, when appealed to by a retailer, disclaimed any interest in establishing the
status of his product, because the tax is not a manufacturers' excise but a retailers'. One is tempted to ask "How blind can you be ?"
Two other manufacturers of baby products amended their advertising and
their labeling after November 1, 1951 so that their products came within the
provisions exempting articles, intended to be used or applied only in the care of
babies. After doing all this and securing tax exemption for their products, the
manufacturers did not advise retailers and left retailers to establish this important
fact for themselves.
On one occasion the writer had before him catalogs, order blanks, price lists,
etc. twenty -one of the largest manufacturers of cosmetics. In a field which
should certainly be conscious of the retailers' excise tax, eleven manufacturers
neglected to provide tax information, either wholly or partly, in the document
in question.
Manufacturers frequently urge retailers to accept the most inadequate type of
proof of exemptibility. On one occasion, a manufacturer stated that he had been
"reliably informed" as to the exemptibility of his product. On further questioning, it developed that the "reliable information" was the opinion of the manuMAR CH, 19 33
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facturer's counsel and not a ruling from the Treasury Department, as might have
been supposed from the statement.
On another occasion a manufacturer urged a retailer to offer his product for
sale free of the tax because it did not fit the definition of a "cosmetic" included
in the Food and Drug Act! It was pointed out to this manufacturer that there
was a complete set of definitions in the law and the question was whether or not
his product would come within the definition of a "toilet preparation" under the
retailers' excise tax and not whether his product was a "cosmetic" under the
Food and Drug Act. The manufacturer refused to admit any responsibility in
the matter and the retailer was forced to apply for a ruling on his own initiative
and the riling held the product to be taxable. The manufacturer accomplished
nothing by refusing to secure the ruling and it is entirely possible that, had he
made the submission, supporting it by formulae and other facts which the retailer
lacked, the product might have escaped taxation.
Still another manufacturer requested a ruling on his product but failed to
submit a sample with the request. The department took note of this omission in
its ruling and qualified the ruling accordingly. Yet the manufacturer insisted that
the ruling was adequate to the retailer's purpose. Again the retailer was forced
to secure a ruling on his own initiative.
The Accountant Can Clarify the Situation
Is there a solution to this situation? The writer believes there is. He would
urge cost and industrial accountants to expand their activities to include complete
knowledge of this tax. All good tax work is anticipatory. For this reason, the
cost accountant should work with the research, engineering, advertising and
legal departments when the product is still in the planning stage. It is at this
point that the cost accountant's knowledge of the law, together with the possibility of substitution of materials, changes in labeling and packaging ,etc. can
be used to its fullest advantage.
If the cost accountant will project himself into this planning, he may succeed
in discharging the company's social obligation to hold the tax to a minimum. In
instances, he may win his company important competitive advantages. He would
certainly improve customer relations. That his own status in the company would
improve as the result, would be inevitable.
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Defense Contract Auditing Takes a New Turn
by RAYFORD W. HARWELL
Accounting Supervisor, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation, Fort Worth, Texas

Transition over a period of years from a variety of enunciations of colt
principles (starting with use of TD5000) for government contract
costs to a single hasis applicable to cost reirnhursement -type contracts
and taking form in ASPR Section XV and the more recently issued
Contract Audit Manual, is noted in this article which reviews some of
the manual's main features. The extent of prescribed reliance on a
contractor's system of internal control is especially noted, together with
a probability that the future may hold less detailed auditing of contract costs.

the question of auditing under governIment contracts has become of vital importance.
It is recognized that no rules
N T H E EX PAN D I N G D E FE N SE PROGRAM

of procedure for audits can be established which are all- conclusive. Still the peculiarities of government contracts do require that at least a few rules be established. During the past few years we have seen a great amount of careful preparation of regulations of a technical, legal, and accounting nature on contract procedure by the armed services. One of these important regulations is known as the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation, of which the most interesting sections
to accountants are doubtless those dealing with Contract Forms and Provisions
(Section VII) and the Statement of Contract Cost Principles (Section XV). Another important regulation or instruction of still greater interest to accountants is
in the form of The Contract Audit Manual which has recently been released by the
Comptroller of the Department of Defense and prescribes auditing policies and
procedures for use by the audit agencies of the Departments of the Army, Navy
and Air Force, in the performance of audits of procurement contract costs and
other related audit assignments.
Rulebooks —Old and New
Older formulations of cost principles are used only to the extent that they are
incorporated or referred to in Army, Navy, or Air Force contracts executed prior
to March 1, 1949 when use of the new contract cost principles became mandatory for all cost -type contracts to be executed after this date. However, brief
word related to the outdated statements may serve for orientation. Many cost type contracts were entered into by various procurement services during World
War II which incorporated TD 5000 for the purpose of determining cost under
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DEFINITION OF AUDIT IN APPENDIX A OF THE CONTRACT AUDIT MANUAL
The word, "Audit" is defined as "The systematic examination of records and documents, and the securing of other evidence by confirmation, physical inspection, or
otherwsie, for one or more of the following purposes.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

determining the propriety or legality of proposed or consumated transactions,
ascertaining whether all transactions have been recorded,
determining whether all transactions are reflected accurately in the accounts,
determining the existence of recorded assets and the all- inclusiveness of recorded liabilities,
(e) determining the accuracy of financial or statistical statements or reports and
the fairness of the presentation of the facts therein,
(f) determining the degree of compliance with established policies and procedures relative to financial transactions and business management,
(g) Appraising an accounting system and making recommendations for improvement therein."

EXHIBIT 1

the contracts. Numerous costs were declared to be inadmissible or excludable,
apparently based on distorted interpretations of T D 5 0 0 0 . Several cost interpretations intended to be consistent with the provisions of TD 5 0 0 0 were
contained in War Department Technical Manual TM 14 -1000, Administrative
Audit Procedures for Cost - Plus -a -Fixed Fee Supply Contracts, which the Contract Audit Manual superseded. Those cost interpretations are not applicable to
Section VIII or Section XV, Armed Services Procurement Regulation. The Explanation of Principles for Determination of Costs Under Government Contracts
(the "green book ") was issued in April 1942 and was used as the basis for contract cost determination in practically all Navy cost -type contracts during World
War II and until Section XV, Armed Services Procurement Regulation became
effective. Several accounting rulings pertaining to costs allowable under the
"green book" principles were contained in the Navy Department Revised Cost
Inspection Manual which was superseded by the Contract Audit Manual.
When the comprehensive statement of cost principles contained in Section
XV, Armed Services Procurement Regulation became effective, it was also made
applicable to all of the armed services. It utilized much of the experience gained
during the last war and the period of termination following the war and is intended to establish uniform policies relating to the determination of costs in
connection with the procurement of supplies and services under the type of contracts to which it applies. It is, in a sense, supplemented by the release of the
Contract Audit Manual, which has been long awaited by those whose work is
related to defense contracts and the reimbursement of cost under these contracts.
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The manual is a credit to those who have worked so diligently during the past
few years in formulating and coordinating the policies and objectives which are
there presented in a clear well- written manner. This manual will be of interest
not only to accountants working under defense contracts, but to public accountants
and students of accounting as well. (Copies may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25 D.C., price $.55.) Compliance with the
policies, procedures, forms and instructions prescribed in the Manual became
effective on the date of issuance. Although Chapters IV (Audit Procedures)
and V (Audit Procedures - Terminated Contracts) and certain Appendices have
not been published in the initial issue of the manual, it is apparent that the Defense Department was of the opinion that the bulk of the material was of sufficient value to justify its publication now. In Appendix A appears a definition
of the term, "audit," reproduced here in Exhibit 1. General and field work
standards of auditing, as presented in the manual, are shown in Exhibit 2.
Acceptance of Accounting Principles
Much has been written since the release of Section XV, of the ASPR, concerning the basis for cost determination under cost -type contracts. The manner
in which the manual summarizes the general basis for cost determination and
contract cost principles in relation to generally accepted accounting principles and
practices may be of interest. It advocates that generally accepted accounting principles be considered those which are described in professional accounting literature and in official pronouncements of recognized associations of accountants.
Generally accepted accounting practices, it states, are those which are in common
use by business organizations and indorsed by recognized associations of accountants and leading practitioners. Accounting practices which depart from generally accepted accounting practices must yield results which are equitable to the
Government.
Survey of Internal Control Prescribed
The contract audit manual prescribes that a survey of the contractor's internal
controls and accounting practices should be performed as the initial phase of an
audit assignment of a military department auditor. From this survey the auditor
is to develop information to form the basis for the audit program by indicating
the extent to which reliance can be placed on the contractor's internal controls
and accounting practices. It appears that the military department auditor should,
through arrangements with the contractor, consult with the contractor's indeMAR CH, 19 53
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AUDITING STANDARDS AS PRESENTED IN THE CONTRACT AUDIT MANUAL
GENERAL STANDARDS
(a) The contract audit should be performed by a person or persons having adequate
training and proficiency as an auditor.
(b) In all matters relating to the contract audit the auditor should maintain a mental
attiude of unbiased judgment and objective consideration of the facts.
(c) Due care should be exercised in the performance of the audit and in the preparation of any report thereon.
STANDARDS OF FIELD WORK
(a) The audit program must be adequately planned, and any assistants must be
properly supervised. It is the auditor's responsibility to develop an audit program which will protect the interests of the government, and to satisfy himself
by means of sound and practicable auditing procedures that the contractor's
representations as to costs incurred under the contract are determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices, contract provisions and
applicable Government regulations. The auditor should not unnecessarily extend
the auditing procedures nor needlessly duplicate the work of the contractor.
(b) There should be an appropriate study and evaluation of the contractor's system
of internal control (see Ch. III) to determine the extent to which reliance can
be placed thereon. The information thus developed will be the basis for planning the audit procedures (see Ch. IV) and the extent of the tests of recorded
transactions. Where practicable, as in the case of resident audit staffs, a study
and evaluation, once made, will be kept current by periodic review and by observation of the contractor's accounting practices.
(c) A representative number of transactions should be audited to determine the
extent to which reliance may be placed on the contractor's accounting policies
and procedures and representations as to costs incurred under the contract. The
determination as to what is a representative number (see definition in Appendix
A) depends upon the auditor's judgment as to what constitutes a reasonable test
of all of the recorded transactions. If necessary, the audit work should be expanded or modified on the basis of the results of initial testing, but the extent
thereof cannot be stated precisely and must be left largely to the auditor's
judgment. A detailed audit of every significant transaction may be made when
specified by the requesting authority or when authorized by the auditor's supervisory office.
(d) Sufficient competent evidence should be obtained through inspection, observation and inquiry to afford a reasonable basis for acceptance, suspension or disallowance of, or for an opinion concerning the contractor's representations as
to costs incurred under the contract."

EXHIBIT 2

pendent public accountants as to the procedures which they have followed and
obtain information which would make for greater effectiveness and efficiency.
When used to maximum advantage the survey, together with the contractor's
cooperation for improved operations and control, should permit a reduction in the
detailed audit work to be performed. Any contractor should be interested in
those changes in his procedures which will make possible a reduction in the volume of detailed audit work to be performed or will improve existing internal
controls. The contract audit manual defines internal controls as:
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"the plan of organization and all of the coordinate methods and measures adopted
within an entity to safeguard its assets, check the accuracy and reliability of its accounting data, promote operational efficiency, and encourage adherence to prescribed managerial policies."

To achieve this desired state of affairs, a contractor's accounting operations
should be under continuous surveillance of internal auditors and government
auditors to make certain of the continuance of sound accounting procedures and
practices. Under certain conditions and where audit residencies exist, the contractor's internal audit staff and that of the military department auditor should
join in a common audit effort, with separate portions of the audit program assigned to and undertaken by each staff. However, the military department auditor
should govern the scope and extent of his verifications under the detail procedures of the audit manual by his judgment of the adequacy of internal control
and the reliability of the work performed by the contractor's internal auditors.
The contract audit manual includes a very complete and comprehensive guide
or check list which is intended to cover the survey of operations of an average
contract or, with emphasis placed upon the accounting practices and internal
controls directly related to contract performance and costs. The guide is made
up of the following parts, all of which are worthy of review and study by auditors and accountants:
Basic Information
Accounting System — General
Purchasing Procedures
Material Receiving and Inspection
Material Handling, Storage and
Control
Part F. Material W ithdrawals
Part G. Physical Inventories
Part H. Material Controls
Surplus, Obsolete and Scrap MaPart I.
terial
Part J. Processing Vendor's Invoices
Part K. Personnel Records and Procedures
Part A.
Part B.
Part C.
Part D.
Part E.

Timekeeping
Payroll Preparation
Payroll Payment
Indirect Cost Practices
Fixed Assets and Charges for Depreciation
Part Q. Petty Cash
Part R. Sales
Part S. Accounts Receivable
Part T. Cash Receipts
Part U. Cash Disbursements
Part V. Cafeterias, Commissaries, Dormitories and Canteens
Part L.
Part M.
Part N.
Part O.
Part P.

What Legislation Bears on Contract Costs?
The contract audit manual sets forth information concerning certain laws,
executive orders and government regulations which may have some bearing on
particular contract audit assignments. The data included is necessarily brief and
is intended to serve as a helpful source of information. The auditor is warned,
however, that he must exercise caution in applying the information to the issues
in a particular case. Preferably he should refer to complete copies of the statutes,
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orders and regulations. Accounting procedures, have to some extent, and particularly in recent years, been influenced by laws or regulations. The laws, executive orders and government regulations summarized in the manual are:
National Security Act of 1947
Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947
Armed Services Procurement Regulation
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921
Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of
1950
Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949
Photographic Reproduction of Documents
Surplus Fund - Certified Claims Act of 1949

Air Corps Act of 1926
Contract Settlement Act of 1944
Lucas Act
Vinson - Trammell Act (Naval Parity)
First War Powers Act, 1941
Second War Powers Act, 1942
Renegotiation Act of 1948
Renegotiation Act of 1951
Internal Revenue Code Section 3806
Criminal Conduct —U. S. Code

The Prospect as fo Audit Procedures
Chapter IV (Audit Procedures) of the manual, when it is released, will present the basic information and suggested procedures for the guidance of the
auditor in the approach to audits of a contractor's costs or other financial representations. It is anticipated that, where audit residencies exist, the primary audit
emphasis will be placed on a continuing audit of the contractor's accounting
practices and internal controls if the contractor is willing to cooperate actively
with the auditor, to recognize an obligation to maintain an acceptable accounting
and cost system with adequate internal controls, and has demonstrated the
highest degree of integrity in all relationships with the Government. Such ideal
conditions should eliminate the detailed audit work and simplify the preparation
and documentation of cost - reimbursement public vouchers.
The comptroller general has ruled that submission to him of the original
papers will not be required, provided site audit is to be made and provided the
contractor agrees to hold the original records and make them available for examination by the general accounting office for a stated period of years. In such
cases, it will be required that the contracting officer, the auditor, and the contractor agree on the procedures to be followed in order to meet the requirements
of a "retention of records" clause. Such a clause will need to be incorporated by
amendment to existing contracts or included in new contracts, before converting
to the new procedure. Among further suggestions for audit simplification, the
article by the present author, "CPFF Materials Cost Reimbursements at Less
Cost ", which appeared in the September 1951 issue of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin
outlined a plan to reduce documentation of material cost vouchers. Under such a
plan the supporting detail records maintained by the contractor would be reviewed for verification of the accuracy of the payment, propriety of the distribu874
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tion, and adequacy of the methods and procedures used by the contractor to
maintain the necessary operating controls to assure the correctness of final summaries upon which reimbursement is claimed.
Through issuance of the contract audit manual and other recent instructions,
it has been seen that the official trend is at least towards a more selective review
and away from detailed audit and that greater reliance will be placed on the contractor's accounting systems. More than ever before, the services, in their auditing, will give greater recognition to accepted business and accounting practices.
Therefore, the responsibility has been placed on the industrial executive, the cost
accountant and the internal auditor for better internal controls and expanded
internal auditing.
A Policy Area for the Industrial Accountant
With the continuing growth of American business and the complexity of the
laws and regulations, it would seem reasonable to assume that the accounting
executive has on outstanding opportunity for service and, by the same token, a
grave responsibility. To meet this challenge the accounting executive must bring
to the task a high degree of initiative, originality, constructive thinking, and analytical ability. The primary responsibilities of the accounting executive as a
member of the management team in providing better systems, better business
practices and better accounting principles, should be to provide:
I. Long -range planning and clarification of
objectives.
2. A sound plan of organization.
3. Fully - qualified personnel in all key positions.

4. Effective means of "communication."
S. An effective cost reduction program.
6. Effective means of control.

To comment briefly upon these points, it may be said, first, that there is nothing about a business organization that is more important than its future and the
more specifically the future course of a business is conceived and defined, the
more likely is its realization. One of the greatest needs of business is for more
adequate planning and clarification of future objectives; both near -term and
long- range. Now, to pass to the second point, can any executive, no matter how
qualified, function effectively without a sound plan of organization. There must
be written specifications defining the essential requirements of each key job or
group of jobs and such specifications should cover responsibilities, functions,
limits of authority, jurisdiction, objectives and the means of measuring performances.
Further the assurance of having qualified personnel in all responsible and key
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positions requires the initiation of a well - planned and ably- administered program
of hiring and training. Only through qualified, well- trained personnel can the
accounting executive be assured that the principles and practices followed by the
contractor are always measured against the aggregate body of generally accepted
accounting principles and practices. Yet the presence of able occupants of all
positions throughout the company is not enough. As the fourth point on the list
suggests, the accounting executive (who identifies his life most closely with the
business and its policies and practices) must have an effective means of communication in the organization, both upward and downward. Whatever the
"communication skills" used, better understanding and closer cooperation will be
accomplished. Points 5 and 6 very nearly speak for themselves. One of the
major problems facing the managers of industry and particularly those involved
with defense contracts is that of constantly reducing cost. It appears that, if the
accounting executive is to assume the responsibility and the challenge which has
been thrust upon him, there must be a re- examination of present accounting systems and procedures and a complete cost reduction and control program. Included
in such a program of a contractor with defense contracts, should be the adoption
of approved and consistent accounting policies and the initiation of a positive,
continuous and complete procedures, development and improvement program. In
broad terms this program must reach into all areas of activities wherein costs of
any nature are generated and into every department or area where action is facilitated or controlled by paper work. The objectives of such a program should be
to make all operations more efficient in themselves and to result in greater efficiency in spending of tine security dollar. Effective means of control must be
established to insure that automatic checks and balances are maintained and that
sound business and accounting practices are established and supported. The
basic process of control in any organization embraces the elements of:
I. Objective —what is desired.
2. Procedure —how and when is it to be
done, who is responsible, and what constitutes good performance.

3. Appraisal —how well it was done.

Whether or not the accounting executive in defense industries is successful in
meeting the challenge to provide better business practice, better accounting practices and principles, depends entirely upon the effectiveness with which he accomplishes these primary responsibilities as a member of the management team.
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Keeping Tabs on the Facility Contract
by KENNETH C. PIPPERT
Member of the Treasurer's Staff, Riverside Foundry, Bettendorf, Iowa

This study recounts experience under a sizable expansion -of -plant contract performed for the Government on a cost - reimbursement basis.
The narrative and the related explanations run from financing through
record problems to internal control.

and is located in the upper Mississippi valley
O lust outside the city of Davenport,
we entered into a
Iowa. Early in
UR PLANT IS OF MEDIUM SIZE

1951

cost - reimbursable facility type contract. In it we agreed to procure for government account production machinery and facilities, so that we might expand our
electric furnace capacity of armor steel castings for use on tank and mobile
fighting equipment.
Arranging for Funds Required During the Contract Period
An industrial expansion program can create problems with respect to working capital, even if funds are furnished by the Government. To avoid allowing
the problems to become serious, several contingencies should be taken into account and plans and procedures set up in advance. We anticipate the need for
additional cash for the following reasons:
I. Government policy did not permit complete payment to us until a facility had
been installed and inspected and property records prepared.
2. Our orders to subcontractors would be
for "special purpose" equipment, resulting in protracted delivery dates.
3. Government procedures made it advisable that subcontractors' invoices be
paid promptly and in full and all applicable discounts taken, as discount was
not a reimbursable cost.

4. Considerable time would elapse at the
beginning between the receipt of the
initial letter -order contract and the definitive contract. During this period reimbursements from the Government
would be suspended unless provision for
payments was clearly spelled out in the
letter- order.
S. Supplements to the contract would require time for formalizing. Payments
might be suspended during this period.

The contract was under discussion at the time that the above considerations
were laid out for review and we assured ourselves that it h.cluded a provision
permitting us to claim partial payments from the Government on uncompleted
work. In order to assist subcontractors in their financing we agreed to permit
them, in turn, to invoice us, if necessary, on a progress or partial payment basis.
In order to protect the Government's interests, subcontractors were requested to
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EXHIBIT 1

certify that the amounts of their partial billings were not in excess of the amount
they had invested in material and labor at the date of the invoice.
Another step taken was to make loan arrangements with the banks, Public
Voucher Form 1034 on which cost reimbursements are claimed from the Government to be used as collateral and the loan to be effective concurrently with the
dates of the vouchers, which would, in effect, be the dates of our partial billings to the Government.
Reflecting Financing Operations on the Books
Next, general ledger accounts were set up to handle subcontractor billings,
re- billings to the Government, and bank loan procedures. Very few special ac878
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counts proved necessary. The result desired was to permit the financing operations to be swift and summary. (Extra accounts for detail were classified by
purchase order number and will be explained later in this paper.) The general
ledger accounts are:
I. Reimbursable government facilities —
This account is debited with the amount
of subcontractors' invoices for facilities,
including freight and installation costs.
The offsetting credit is to vouchers payable. When the volume of purchases is
substantial, Public Voucher Form 1034 is
prepared, claiming a partial payment of
75 per cent of invoice amounts, in accordance with the terms of the contract.
The 25 per cent not billed to the Government is in the nature of extra collateral.
2. Public vouchers receivable-pledged—
This account is debited with the net
amount of Public Voucher Form 1034.
The offsetting credit is to reimbursable
government facilities. The account is
credited with payment by the Government of Public Voucher Form 1034, the
offsetting charges being to notes payable and to cash.

3. Notes payable — secured—This account
is credited with 90 per cent of the
amount of Public Voucher Form 1034,
inasmuch as loan arrangements permitted the company to borrow up to 90
per cent of the amount of each voucher
submitted to the Government for payment. It is debited when cash received
from the Government is paid over to
the bank.
4. Cash - Special fund—This account is
debited with the proceeds of the bank
loan received against Public Voucher
Form 1034. The offsetting credit is to
notes payable. This account is also debited with the 10 per cent excess collateral required by the bank when the
voucher is paid by the Government, the
offsetting credit being to Public Vouchers Receivable- Pledged account.

The procedure can be understood best by tracing its application to a single
partial payment billing of $100,000 received from the XYZ Corporation. The
set of four principal journal entries as they appear on the prime contractor's
books may help to make the procedure concrete:
Reimbursable government facilities
Vouchers payable
(To record partial billing received from the XYZ Corporation)

$100,000
$100,000

Public vouchers receiva61ed— pledged
Reimbursable government facilities
(To record Public Voucher Form 1034 claiming reimbursement
from the Government of 75 per cent of $100,000)

75,000

Cash- special fund
Notes Payable- secured
(To record bank loan received.
pledged as collateral)
Amount of voucher $75,000
Extra collateral
7,500

67,500

Amount of loan

67,500
Public Voucher Form 1034

$67,500

Notes payable- secured
Cash- special fund
Public vouchers receivable - pledged
(To record liquidation of bank loan by government's payment of
the public voucher, and to transfer remaining 10 per cent to
cash account)
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75,000

67,500
7,500
75,000
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EXHIBIT 2

Where partial payments were involved, it is evident from the foregoing that
bank loans furnished 671/2 per cent of the cash required to pay subcontractors.
The balance of 321/2 per cent was necessarily supplied from company funds up
to the time the voucher was paid by the Government. From this time until
the facility was installed and final payment made, twenty -five per cent of the
cash paid subcontractors was supplied from company funds.

We Forecast Cash Needs
In order to maintain a strong cash position, the impact of the facility contract upon company funds must be given special consideration, inasmuch as
many items do not appear in the company's profit and loss forecast. This was
done by the aid of a projected cash budget (Exhibit 1) which was used to determine the timing of cash reimbursements to be received from the Government, and of bank loans, payments to subcontractors, interest payments, etc. In
our particular case, a number of supply contracts, both prime and sub, complemented the facility contract. The cash budget reflected the probable time needed
before the inflow of cash from the supply contracts would offset and exceed
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the outlay on the facilities contract. The effects of price changes and of renegotiation on the cash budget were reflected wherever possible.
Cost Record and Control
Purchasing facilities for government account requires close correlation of
contractor's records with the government accounting office records. This is necessary for budget control and auditing purposes and to ensure that the terms and
conditions of the contract are being complied with.
The basic source document is the subcontractor's invoice. In order to control a volume of invoices and partial and final payment claims to the Government and to furnish an independent record of contract costs, we set up a Cost
Record (Exhibit 2). Subcontractor's invoices were posted to this record immediately upon receipt. All work, including installation, was subcontracted so
company charges for labor and material were not involved. The amounts received from the Government by partial payment (75 per cent) and by final payment (25 per cent) and amounts disallowed by the Army Audit Agency were
posted from Public Voucher Form 1034. File folders for each purchase order
were maintained in purchase order number sequence and a cost record was included in each folder. This procedure proved to be a useful tool in several respects as follows:
I. It furnished the basis for a monthly report on the percentage of financial completion of each job. This data was compared with an engineering report on the
percentage of physical completion of
each job and proved useful to management in controlling and accelerating the
entire operation.
2. Banking and subcontractor relations were
strengthened because of the close control over a large volume of transactions.
3. Actual costs for each purchase order
were readily compared with purchase
order amounts. This furnished the data
for preparing change orders which were
required in accordance with government
procedure.

4. The record furnished the data for reconcilements between the company and the
government accounting office as to the
unliquidated balances on partial payments. This figure is carried as an accounts receivable on government accounts and must be confirmed periodically.
5. Finally, for audit purposes the cost record furnished a double check on contract
costs. The total amount of Public Voucher
Form 1034's paid by the Government
should reconcile with the total of actual
cost figures shown on the cost record for
all purchase orders issued against the
contract.

The contractor is usually free to set up any kind of internal organization he
pleases to handle a facility contract. His prime objectives should be to meet
the production requirements named in the facility contract and to satisfy the
Army Audit Agency so that he can recover his money. Accountingwise, he must
avoid submitting vouchers in excess of the dollar limitations stated in the initial
MARC H, 1 953
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letter -order contract and in the definitive contract. Furthermore, the dollar limitation for each item on the contract should be complied with. A suggested procedure for controlling expenditures is to issue a "request for appropriation"
for each item on the contract and to submit it through regular channels for approval and recording, in a manner similar to the contractor's normal procedure
for purchasing fixed assets. The amounts may be used as a guide in controlling
expenditures. Next the works auditor should approve each purchase requisition,
after assuring himself that the purchase is applicable to the contract and that
funds are available.
The Future is the Incentive Under a Facility Contract
An incentive is defined as inducement to work or think beyond the regular
call of duty. Where the terms and conditions of the facility contract do not
provide for the payment of profit or a fee beyond actual cost reimbursement,
what are the incentives to enter into this type of contract? Some of the costs
which are not chargeable to the contract are:
I. Interest on borrowed money.
2. Cost of marking and identifying facilities.
3. General office expenses of designing,
preparing specifications, purchasing, ac-

counting, including the preparation of
Public Voucher Form 1034.
4. Cost of maintaining government -owned
equipment.

In practice, the contractor is usually reimbursed for these costs by being able
to allocate them to supply contracts. Probably, too, the contractor may consider
repurchasing all or part of the facilities at a discount at the date of termination
of the supply contracts. This inducement is uncertain, however, because the
government may choose to retain the facilities on a stand -by basis, in which
event a stand -by contract may be in order, or it may choose to store or sell the
facilities in the open market. Another line of action would be to reduce the
production rates of the supply contracts, thereby extending contract termination
dates to some indefinite future time. The principal reliance for industrial preparedness would seem to be on existing production lines rather than on a large
inventory of completed tanks, etc. From a cost standpoint, this procedure has
merit because the obsolescence rate is more rapid on finished machines than on
facilities.
In practice, facilities as purchased from subcontractors are not always exactly as provided for in the contract. This is due to engineering changes, price
changes, etc. In this event a supplement to the contract is made, bringing it
into agreement with actual costs and revised specifications.
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Changes from World War 11 Practice
In the present limited emergency several procedures are in effect which vary
from World War II practices. In the writer's experience these are:
I. The policy of the government at present soems to be to let contractors do
more of their own financing. During
World War II it was not always necessary for the contractor to pay subcontractors and then recover his money
from the government, as payments were
made, in some instances, direct from
the Government to the supplier.
2. Contractors are now preparing Public
Voucher Form 1034. During W orld W ar
II these were usually prepared by army
auditors.
3. Some facility contracts issued during
W orld W ar II provided for the payment
of a fixed fee to contractors, possibly

because of the critical need for the
product to be furnished. Most facility
contracts at present provide for reimbursement of actual costs only, excluding any fee or profit.
4. During World War II the Government
paid for some facilities and at a later
date attempted to prepare property
records for its own use. The present
policy is to withhold final payment for a
facility until (a) the subcontractor has
been paid in full and title has passed to
the contractor (b) the facility has been
installed, and (c) complete property
records have been prepared indicating
capacities, motor data, etc.

Renegotiation and the Facility Contract
The terms and conditions of the facility contract require that the contractor
notify subcontractors by notation on the purchase order that the particular order
is subject to the Renegotiation Act. A rubber stamp notation may be placed on
each order to comply with this regulation.
The contractor's facility contract enters into his own renegotiation picture
only in an indirect manner, i.e., it may affect the appraisal of performance
under related supply contracts. Where the Government furnishes both buildings and machinery the contractor's contribution becomes one largely of management and "know how" rather than a contribution of capital investment, and
his profits may be evaluated accordingly.
Later Use of the Information
Whether facilities are contractor -owned or government- furnished, whether
capital is government- furnished or newly- raised private capital, many accounting
problems are encountered in erecting new buildings, acquiring new machinery
and producing for the defense effort a product used for defense purposes alone
and wholly different from the company's normal commercial product. Good
property records are now a routine requirement wherever facilities are government- owned. Should the contractor re- purchase these facilities, he will benefit
in having adequate records for insurance, tax and cost purposes. Painstaking
procedure during the contract should make such records possible.
MAR CH, 19 53
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ARE FIXED COSTS ALWAYS
PERIOD COSTS?

P O I N T S

have
told us that manufacturing costs may be
P R O P O N E N TS

OF

DIRECT

COSTING

classified as:
I. Production costs —the so- called variable
costs.
2. Period costs —the so- called fixed costs.
They say that period costs, such as rent,
depreciation and certain supervision should
not be added to inventory because these
elements represent the cost of having a
facility available for manufacturing and not
the cost of production itself.
Let us ask ourselves: "Are rent, depreciation, and supervision period costs or are
these elements just as much a cost of producing a product as punch press and assembly labor or sheet steel, paint, packaging
and welding rod ?"
I would like to use an actual illustration.
Our company manufactures farm implements. Recently we designed a component
for one of our hydraulic loader atta chments
called a torque arm. This torque arm is
made from 3/ 8 " plate and is about a foot
long and three to four inches wide. The
finished part is perforated with two holes
and is rounded at each end.
We have a choice of how we ma y process
this part. W e can make it on our small
punch presses, in which case one a nd one quarter hours would be required to fabricate
one hundred pieces, or we ca n spend $ 6 0 0
for a die to be used in ou r la rge Cleveland
press worth $29,000. In this case, only
one -half an hour would be requ ired to fabricate one hundred pieces. So by spending
$6 00 for a die and by u sing a $29,000 machine which is already heavily scheduled,
we can reduce our direct labor costs by
$1.52 per one hundred pieces.
Using direct costs, we would not add the
amortization of the $600 die and additional machine deprecia tion to the valu e of
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the part. But, using orthodox methods, part
of the reduction in direct labor would be
offset by the amortization of tooling and
depreciation of machinery.
Certainly these factors are considered as
part of operations in determining whether
to spend $600 for a die. Is it realistic, then,
to exclude the die amortization from the
cost of inventory? Are not heated space,
light, janitors, or tools to work with as
mu ch a pa rt of produ cing a produ ct a s the
man on the job? If they are, why should
these elements be arbitrarily excluded from
inventory values?
Possibly in an organization where tools
and space are in abundance, available and
ready for use at all times, there may be
some merit in considering depreciation and
occupancy as so- called period costs. However, I question whether those of us who
are stra ining our present facilities and who
mu st weigh a ll new produ ction in terms of
capital outlay for additional space and tooling, can consider this concept reasonable.
Perhaps one's outlook towa rd direct costing
depends on whether one has the fa cility and
needs the work or has the work a nd needs
the facility.
ALLEN H. SEED III, Twin Cities

CHARADES -1953
An old spiritu al goes:
"Lay down the shovel a nd the hoe,
Pick up the fiddle and the bow."
The accountant of toda y ought to cha nge
it to:
"Hang that green eye shade on the hook,
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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special problems. But then, why go into it
all? Just lay down the eye shade, the test
tube and the law book, and pass the aspirin.

V I E W

KENNETH H. FOOTE, San Francisco
Pick up the test tube and the law book."
Life for the accountant gets more complicated every day. Even such an innocuous
sounding thing as the sales and use tax adds
to everyday problems.

In California the

humdrum represented by the eye shade is
still useful when it comes to recording
ordinary taxable sales within the state, but
it doesn't take long for it to get in the wa y.
The test tube is more appropriate when
we get into some use tax situations. One
manufacturer of a painted product discovered recently that he wa s su bject to use tax
for thinner used in his paint on the grounds
that it does not become pa rt of the product.
Any good scientist ou ght to know that the
thinner evaporates upon application and
drying. It is used by the manufacturer and,
therefore, does not become a part of a
product for resale, which is subject to sales
tax.
The powdered wig and Blackstone come
in ha ndy when exports a re made. A seller
located outside of the state selling to a
buyer outside the continental limits of the
United States may find himself subject to
the California sales tax if the shipment is
made through a California port and if the
law can construe it as a delivery in California.
Building contractors are deemed to be
consumers of "materials" and subject to the

LET'S CALL IT "FILO"
A L P H A B E T sou p has become such common fare nowadays that we seldom stop
to consider the ingredients we are trying
to digest. "Fifo" and "lifo" fall in this
category in that we use them so glibly as

representing bases of inventory valuation,
when a little reflection will remind us
that neither "fifo" nor "lifo" refers to inventory valuation at all except, one might
say, "by difference." Wha t "fifo" and lifo"
do refer to is, of course, the costing of
sales, with resulting inventory values being
tagged with corresponding labels. Thus the
labels describe what is gone, what is
already charged to cost of sales, and do not
describe the inventory at all.
The inventory is what is left. The inventory resulting from "fifo" costing of
sales is a "lifo" inventory, a last -in, last -out
inventory. It is the last -in items that we are
valuing at cost, not the first -out items.
And similarly the inventory resulting from
"lifo" costing of sales is "filo" inventory,
the last -out items being valued as having
been the first -in.
No one will wish to thicken the soup
by adding "filo" and "lilo" to our accepted terminology, but it may help us to
keep our thinking straight if we remember that "lifo" sales costing means "filo"
inventory valuation, and "fifo" costing
means "lilo" valuation; or, for visual rec-

Printers, makers of electrical transcriptions,

ollection—
Li fo = F i l o
Fi fo = Li l o
Even simpler to remember is the formula
"when thinking of inventory, change 1 to f

and foreign corporations doing business in

and f to I."

use tax and to be retailers of "fixtures" and
as a result collectors of

the sales tax.

the sta te are only a few of the others with
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How to Build an Income Forecast
by RICHARD J. HALLORAN
Assistant Controller, York Corporation, York, Penna.

A confident experience -based narrative of the employment of forecasting as a management tool in the author's company, this article includes
a list of thirteen steps embodying the forecasting procedure and also
includes a means of limiting the extent of detailed work required, by
recognizing that transaction volume concentrates in certain products.

developments in industrial accounting in recent
O years has been theinteresting
growth of scientific sales and profit forecasting. It offers
NE OF THE MOST

the accountant a real opportunity to contribute to managerial decisions, provide
a worthwhile service, and assume his rightful place at the management head
table.
The entire range of types of forecast for both financial and operational control
could only be described in a series of articles, to do justice to this important subject. For the purposes of this paper, we shall limit the term "forecast" to a
one -year period and call anything beyond that a "projection." We shall further
confine the discussion of forecasting to the income statement side of the picture,
omitting any discussion of the equally important balance sheet aspects, because
of limitations of space.
How Did Forecasting Come to Be?
Profit forecasting has developed since the start of, and is essentially tied into,
the widespread use of budgeting as a management tool. In the early days of
budgeting, the receipt from the sales department of at least a total sales dollar
forecast was the first step in the construction of the budget for the coming year.
When this figure had been received, it was customary for the accountant to estimate from it the probable factory load which, in turn, led to factory operating
budgets and later to general and administrative budgets. When the use of
flexible budgets entered the picture, the sales dollar forecast was used to predict
the probable levels of factory activity and to establish one -year budgets for activities which were presumed not to fluctuate with the ups and downs of factory
activity.
From these rather rough beginnings, the practice of forecasting has developed
into a major assignment in itself. Forecasts are extended into projections for
periods of five to ten years in the future for long -range capital requirements,
plant expansion programs, new product development, etc. These projections
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include both detailed balance sheets and income statements. Cash forecasting for
short and long -term periods has been developed to the point that it has become
an integral part of banker- industry relationship. In addition to the primary use
of forecasting as a part of financial control, a wide variety of uses for the information needed to produce it and that resulting from it, have been found in practically all divisions of business. The device has thus become of valuable general
assistance to management.
The Case at Hand —and the Company
This paper will take the form of a case study of forecasting in the writer's
company, as it has developed over a period of years. We shall look at the
materials required to construct a forecast, the sources from which they may
be obtained, the techniques involved in translating unit and dollar sales and
production forecasts into a financial forecast and the all important methods of
follow -up as the year unfolds.
In order that the reader may better understand the necessity for many of the
steps which must be taken in the construction and use of the forecast, a brief
description of the company and some of the problems peculiar to it and to its
industry may be in order.
The company manufactures, sells, installs and services air conditioning and
refrigeration equipment. It covers the complete range of sizes and types of these
two major product groups, with the exception of household refrigeration. Manufacture is centralized in two large plants at its home location in York, Pennsylvania, while sales engineering, and contract design, installation and service are
handled from district office locations throughout the country and through subsidiary companies in foreign countries. Some minor related manufacturing
operations, such as sheet metal work and special coil manufacture, are carried on
in district shops. The manufacturing operation at the home plants is very complete, including a foundry and parts manufacturing activities as well as assembly
operations.
The company's products may be further broken down into two major groups:
( I ) Packaged products —These require no
design for the particular application
and either no installation or very minor
installation on the customer's premises.
(An example of this type of product is
the portable room air conditioner which
requires only the filling of the unit into
the customer's window and possibly the
installation of an electrical outlet with
or without changes to the house wiring.)
MARC H, 1 953

(2) Systems —These vary in complexity from
a small commercial refrigeration plant
up to a major air conditioning project
in a hotel or on an ocean liner. They
are projects which require major engineering for the particular application
and involve extensive erection on, and
frequently major revision to, the customer's property.
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STEPS IN THE FORECASTING PROCEDURE
I. The sales division prepares and submits a detailed forecast on an "orders
booked" basis. Complete data on models, classification of customer and month
in which sales are to be made is included.
2. The controller's division, with the assistance of the manufacturing and sales
divisions, interprets this forecast into a "sales closed" situation.
3. The confroller's division costs the sales closed forecast to determine standard
gross profit.
4. The manufacturing division, by reference to probable opening (and desirable
closing) inventory position, works up a production forecast in quantitative form,
by months. This forecast is costed by the controller's division.
5. The budget department predicts factory activity levels and variances from
standard gross profit.
6. The budget department predicts general and administrative expenses.
7. The controller's division secures complete forecast data from subsidiary companies for use in consolidating forecasts.
8. The controller's division prepares a forecast of inventory relief, by months.
9. The manufacturing division prepares a forecast of inventory position at the end
of each month.
10. The controller's division coordinates the sales closed, gross profit, production,
variance, expense and subsidiary company forecasts and prepares a total annual
income forecast, an annual forecast by quarters and a one -month forecast for
the first month of the year.
I I . The controller's division plots performance at the end of each month against
the forecast and issues a new forecast for each month and each quarter as if
approaches.
12. As the year goes by, the controller's division makes repeated tests of the forecast to determine whether its accomplishment is still feasible or whether it can
be improved.
13. The controller's division issues revised forecasts as the year progresses, retaining
the original and all subsequent forecasts for comparison purposes. It analyzes, in
reports to management, the factors leading to changes in forecasts.

EXHIBIT 1

In the first category sales and shipments are synonymous. As the merchandise
is shipped, the customer is billed and the sale is taken into income. In the second
group, which is known as the "contract" end of the business, the sale, the shipment of product and the recording of a closed sale as income are all vastly
different things. The time which elapses between the signing of a contract and
the recording of the sales income from that contract may be as much as two or
three years, since the income accounting is on a completed contract basis. In the
meantime, manufactured components have been shipped to the job site and installation labor has been expended. This characteristic of a contracting business
poses an interesting problem in the interpretation of sales and production forecast figures and their relationship to an income forecast.
In connection with the types of sale described above, the term "orders booked"
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has a special significance in this company and has been specifically defined, not
only for use in forecasting, but also because it is the basis of sales commissions
and the means by which the rate of activity for flexible budget allowances is
determined in general and administrative departments.
The company classifies a contract sale as an order booked when the contract
is signed by the customer and reported by the district sales office. Sales of
packaged products, accessory equipment, repair parts, service and miscellaneous
supplies are considered orders booked when shipment has been effected and the
customer has been invoiced. The significance of this definition with respect to
profit forecasting is that the basic forecast prepared by the sales department is on
an 'orders booked" basis, since the primary responsibility of the sales group is
to secure orders. The final income forecast must, of course, be on a "sales
closed" basis, since it is essentially a financial device looking toward financial
results which ultimately are published in an income statement.
Limiting Detail Work Through the "80 -20" Control Plan
Although it is natural now to take a look at Exhibit 1 on which the steps of
the forecasting procedure are listed, it is also in order, as a general preliminary,
to note at this point that neither the orders booked nor the sales closed nor the
production forecast —all of which are mentioned in the list —is carried into
minute detail with respect to models, sizes, electrical current characteristics, etc.
Neither do they cover the entire range of all products produced and sold. We
have determined from experience, as have many other industrial companies, that
eighty per cent of our business is done in twenty per cent of our products. We
have also found that trends in cost and the ups and downs in sales pricing,
competitive conditions, material supplies, etc. apply about in equal proportion
and in the same direction on the eighty per cent of the items as on the twenty
per cent which account for the great dollar majority of our business.
We have, therefore, been able to restrict the detailed work, including estimating, pricing and costing, to a fraction of the effort that would be entailed in
covering the entire product line. The results obtained from studies of the
smaller group, numerically, are factored into a total for each classification of sale
by applying the known relationship in the sales classification between the studied
items and the miscellaneous products. Where there are definitely known differences in profit ratios between the majority and minority groups, we apply the
proper ratios to the minority groups in dollar total.
In like manner it has not been found necessary to completely detail even the
major dollar items, i.e. items in the twenty per cent group. Minor variations in
MARC H, 1 953
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design and electrical current characteristics, for example, are ignored and a typical
unit for each size of each model is priced and costed and then extended by the
grand total of the particular size and model included in the forecast.
The Orders Booked, Sales Closed, and Gross Profit Forecasts
The master orders booked forecast prepared by the sales division is intended
to be put to a variety of uses in addition to its function in income forecasting.
It is prepared by sales territory, by product type and size, by month of expected
sale and by type of customer. It includes pricing at various differentials. From the
trends which it discloses, it is used for long -range planning of sales policies.
It is used also in the hiring of sales personnel and their assignment to territories.
Sales compensation plans are revised and expanded on the basis of it. Decisions
as to the advisability of new product introduction are made with very close
attention to the forecast. Finally, advertising and sales promotion budgets are
approved and campaigns are authorized on the basis of the outlook.
It is essential that this forecast, as received by the controller's division, be in
such form that it can be converted to a sales closed basis with a minimum of
estimating and prorating. The controller's division analyzes the orders booked
forecast by type of sale and reviews the larger contract sales with the sales division, to determine the probable closing dates of the contracts and the status of
"carry- over" contracts at the beginning and ending of the year. The manufacturing division reviews the inventory status of each item and certifies —after
reference to productive facilities, machine loads and probable material availability
—that the products will be available for shipment to meet the forecast, both
from amount and timing standpoints. When completed, the sales closed forecast
is classified by type of sale in the same form as regularly issued sales analysis
reports, to facilitate comparisons.
Costing the sales closed forecast in order to arrive at a prediction of gross
profit presents some interesting problems. In the contract end of the business,
many of the items have been shipped from the factory to the contract site in
prior fiscal years and the existing margin on partially completed contracts must
be carried forward with respect to those which are anticipated to close in the
period being forecast. On other sales, the costing is on the basis of current standards, adjusted by known and probable changes in the picture. These would
include such considerations as recently negotiated wage changes, announced
material price changes not yet fully experienced, such as was the case in the
recent steel price change, and any other impending events.
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The Production and Variance Forecasts
The manufacturing division has, from its own records of inventory on hand
and the data supplied by the sales division, the necessary facts on which to base
a production forecast. Opening inventories, both at the factory and in the hands
of distributors and dealers, are analyzed in the light of expected sales, material
availability, productive capacity and desirable closing inventory. The forecast is
constructed by model and month. This forecast becomes the basis of overall
planning in manufacturing, supplemented by detailed production schedules, and
also the basis of budget allowances and overhead absorption estimates and of
other variance estimates. It is also used for predicting levels of inventory investment throughout the year. Other uses are in connection with the construction of
manning tables for use by employment personnel in their future planning and
as the basis of capital appropriation budgets.
Variances from the standard costs on which the gross profit was calculated are
a vital part of the forecast. The production forecast leads to an estimate of
factory activity which, in turn, by translation into factory budgets, leads to an
estimate of under- or over - absorbed factory overhead. The mix of product and
records of experience on factory efficiency by product type and at various volume
levels form the basis of an estimate of labor variances. The material situation,
both as to price and regularity and quality of supply, is analyzed for a prediction
of material variances. Finally, other accounts such as deferred tooling and development costs, are examined in the light of sales and production data, to
determine probable over- or under - liquidation of these elements and their consequent effect on cost of sales.
General Expense, Subsidiary Company, and Inventory Forecasts
The category of expenses, which in our company include general engineering,
administrative, and sales and advertising expenses, are budgeted on the basis
of orders booked, rather than on production volume in the factory. Current
expense levels are compared with budgets which will be earned if the orders
are booked and past performance is taken into consideration. This means the
record of meeting of budgets by the individual departments and divisions involved in this type of charge against income. In forecasting expenses, consideration is given again to impending changes in salary rates and other classifications
of expense.
Each subsidiary company is permitted to make its own complete income forecast which is reviewed with home office representatives on the subsidiaries' boards
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of directors. The major function of the home office in connection with these
forecasts is in the controller's division and involves the estimating of intercompany sales, for forecasting volume elimination, and of the ups and downs of
subsidiary inventories, for the elimination of profits.
While not strictly a part of income forecasting, the fluctuations in inventory
are so related to sales and production and can exert such a serious influence on
profits that we handle this assignment along with the income items rather than
as part of balance sheet forecasting. The controller's division is charged with
computing probable inventory relief which, in turn, is used by the manufacturing division to predict net inventory position when compared with production
schedules, procurement cycles, etc. The resulting forecast is one which receives
very close attention from, and is followed with great interest by, all company
divisions.
Follow Up and Revision of Forecasfs
The pulling together of the annual, quarterly and monthly forecasts is only
half of the battle. Of equal importance is the follow -up to determine progress,
to spot points of failure and to recommend action to bolster weaknesses before
they become failures. Two techniques are involved here.
The first of these consists of regularly scheduled meetings to discuss probabilities of meeting short -term sections of the forecast, such as the current month
or current quarter. At these meetings the performance against the forecast for
the year up to the beginning of the period, is considered only on a dollar basis.
This results in an indication of whether meeting the short -term forecast will be
adequate or whether some make -up of previous failure should be attempted. The
short -term situation is then reviewed in major product detail by counting the
orders actually on hand to determine how many are required in addition and, by
reviewing the production schedule plus the inventory on hand, to measure the
factory's ability to ship if the sales department provides the orders. From the
results of these studies, action is recommended to division managers.
The second method of follow -up incorporates tests of the overall forecast,
both as to ability to sell and ability to produce. This is accomplished by calculating the unit sales to any particular date plus the inventory on hand at that
date plus the production schedule for the balance of the year —all for major
products and -- comparing these results to the quantities on the forecast. After
allowance for reasonable closing inventories, this measures the ability to produce.
In similar fashion, unit sales to date plus orders on hand plus a restatement at
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the current date of ability to sell for the rest of the year, measures ability to sell
the original forecast.
When the above tests or other new information indicate that the forecast
should be revised, either in total or because of shifts within the fiscal year, revised forecasts are issued. These revisions are compared with the original forecast and all prior revisions, and a complete report of the change and the reasons
causing it is issued to all segments of management. We are not at all loath to
issue these revisions as they keep the forecast in a live, current condition and
frequently result in pressure by management to correct conditions which led to
the change.

What We Have Gained Through Forecasting
As stated at the beginning of this paper, we are convinced that income forecasting renders a real contribution to the management of a business. Its advantages, many of the particulars of which have been mentioned in foregoing paragraphs, are three fold:
I. The forecast, itself, is a valuable management tool for control, by major product emphasis, through advance information.
2. The by- products of the forecast and the
uses to which it is put for things other
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than income forecasting, are so valuable
that they might in themselves justify its
construction.
3. The constant follow -up actually results in
increased income through action on weaknesses in the sales or production program.
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Controlling Research Costs With a Budget
by ADOLPH G. LURIE
Supervisor on Tax and Special Services Staff of Alexander Grant & Company, New York, N. Y.

The approach which is taken in this article recognizes that budgeting
for research and development expense starts with a suitable measure
of desirable total outlay, for which a number of bases are suggested,
and proceeds to the dual task more directly related to cost control, of
budgeting in greater detail by classifications of expenditures and by
projects. Types of projects are identified and the matter of budget revisions dealt with.
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can also be used by management
in controlling the expenditures for research and development.
The establishment of a research and development budget in total is a relatively
simple matter. However, the preparation of such a budget for effective cost control is a more comprehensive procedure. The methods which may be followed
for both steps will be outlined here.
Budgets for research and development can be established by several different
methods depending upon the viewpoint of top management. Suggested methods
for determining the amount of dollars to be expended during a given period,
usually a year, can be based upon any one of the following considerations, or any
combination of them that management may desire to recognize:
I. The total amount of the budget may be
based upon the sales for the past period
or it may be a fixed percentage of the
estimated sales for the ensuing period.
2. It may be desirable to budget a per cenfage of net profits before taxes.
3. Management may decide to base the
budgeted expenditure upon the amount
that had been spent previously, modified either upwards or downwards by
changes in volume of sales, changes in
profits, or similar considerations.

4. The research budget may be dependent
upon the operating budget and the
amount determined from the forecast of
sales or upon budgeted profits before
research and development.
5. A general review and study of economic
conditions, future prospects, competition,
etc. may influence the establishment of
the budget.
b. The least scientific method of approaching this problem is to fix the amount
by arbitrary determination.

Thus the total amount of the budget for research and development is established in one or more of these ways and the first major premise for the budgetary and cost control of a research and development department is provided. It
is just a starting point for this purpose. Merely establishing a budget does not
give the directors of the research department any guide for programming their
efforts. Such guidance is invaluable for those who must make decisions, direct
the orderly progress of the development program, and intelligently plan and
control the work of the department.
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A Twofold Budget
The preparation of the budget is a twofold operation, consisting of setting up
a budget classified by types of expenditures, to enable the technical director and
supervisors to provide for facilities and staff in accordance with the amount of
money available (Exhibit 1 ) and also a budget for projects contemplated during
the period (Exhibit 2 ) . The order of preparation of these two budgets depends
upon management's approach to the problem but both budgets are for the same
dollars. These budgets should be a joint project of the research department and
the budget or cost accounting department, to insure compliance with techniques
established for the accounting of the expenditures. The first of the two arrangements of the budget is relatively easy to prepare and can be fairly definitely
fixed. The second, which breaks the total up by projects, should provide for
changes throughout the period to allow the technical director and his supervisory staff flexibility in their operations.
The Expense Classification Budget
The budget of expense classifications may be fairly simple in form but, if a
comprehensive budget is desired, can also be quite involved. The degree of
complexity depends largely upon the size of the department, the amount of
money involved and the amount of information and control desired by those
responsible for managing the research department. A basic budget may consist of:
I. Pay rolls —salaries and wages, including
related costs, such as social security
taxes, compensation insurance, group insurance, pensions, etc.

2. Supplies and materials, such as expendable equipment and operating supplies.
3. Otber direct operating costs.

Such a grouping, comprising only a few figures, may be adequate for a satisfactory budget and cost control of the expenditures of a small or medium -sized
department. A description of the elements entering into each of the above classifications is shown in more detail in the comprehensive budget outline below:
The subdivisions under pay rolls, may be
the following:
a. Salaries of professionally trained personnel.
b. Salaries and wages of nonprofessional
employees, such as laboratory technicians, draftsmen, etc.
c. Salaries of service employees, usually stenographers, and clerical workers
of the department.
d. plant labor, consisting of hourly workMAR CH, 19 53

ers borrowed from operating departments for specific work as required.
2. Supplies and materials consist of two
major items, namely:
a. Expendable equipment purchased for
specific projects or for general use
in the research department, which
does not become a part of the basic
equipment.
b. Supplies and materials.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
Expense Budget
Year ended December 31, 1953
I.

Pay Roll
a.
b.
c.
d.

Technical employees
Non - technical employees
Service employees
Plant labor

$150,000
30,000
20,000
10,000

Subtotal

210,000

2. Supplies and materials
a. Expendable equipment
b. Operating supplies

25,000
15,000

Subtotal

40,000

3. Other direct costs
a. Books, dues, subscriptions, etc.
b. Travel expenses
C. Technical, engineering, and consulting fees
d. Taxes, insurance, depreciation
e. Light, heat, power, etc.
f. Miscellaneous

5,000
15,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000

Subtotal
TOTAL BUDGET

$300,000

EXHIBIT 1

3. Other direct costs can include, but need
not be limited to the following.
a. Books, periodicals, dues, subscriptions, and similar items for the department staff or library.
b. Travel expense.
c. Fees for outside technical, engineering, and consulting services.

d. Taxes, depreciation, and insurance on
building, permanent fixtures, furniture, and equipment.
e. Cost of service facilities from the
plant, such as light, heat, power,
steam, etc.
f. Miscellaneous.

The largest item in a research department budget is usually the salaries and
wages of those employed in the department. It is relatively simple to develop
the dollar amounts by totaling the salaries to be paid to the individuals engaged
in research work, including payroll taxes, insurance and the cost of other benefits.
An estimate can be made of the plant labor required in the operation of the research and development department, based upon a study of previous experience.
The budget for supplies, materials, and expendable equipment can also be
based upon past experience, adjusting for changes in present requirements and
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the relative cost of these materials. Under present conditions, even though the
quantity required may be the same as for the previous year, the cost would rise
due to increased prices.
Other direct costs can be readily determined from the factors involved. Dues
and subscriptions are relatively fixed. The books to be purchased for the library
can be based upon past experience. Travel expense depends upon several factors,
such as the number and location of principal meetings of technical societies, the
locations of the plants of the organization, the area in which the customers are
located, and the general company policy with regards to travel expense. Past
experience can be a good guide in determining what the expenses might be in
the future.
Technical, engineering, and consulting fees can be ascertained from a review
of the projects contemplated during the period. The capabilities of the research
personnel and the contemplated changes therein must be considered in arriving
at the amount of money that would be spent for outside assistance.
Taxes, insurance, depreciation, light, heat and power and other similar expenses are usually fixed by the distribution of the total cost to the company and
the amount to be allocated to the research and development department would,
therefore, be obtained from the budget of the operating divisions.
Credits Against Research and Development Expenditures
Consideration may also be given to setting a policy with respect to credits
from the operation of the research and development department resulting from:
I. The sale of finished materials produced
by the research and development department,
2. The sale of unusable expendable equipment or scrap resulting therefrom.
3. The transfer of expendable equipment or

other materials to operating departments.
4. Charges to customers and others for
technical services.
5. Any other miscellaneous credits, depend ing upon the accounting policy of the
organization.

In a situation in which sales may be sizable in amount and also regular, it
would be advisable to establish a section in the budget for credits. Thus, management can control the situation and see that all possible credits are given to the
development department. However, where sales resulting from research and development work are limited in relation to the entire research program, it would
be far simpler not to include such items in the budget but to allow the division
to dispose of materials as they see fit, providing an incentive to sell unusable
equipment and materials, thereby increasing funds for completion of projects.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
Project Budget
Year Ended December 31,

1953

CURRENT
BUDGET

TOTAL
AUTHOR IZED

PRIOR
EXPENDITURES

y

Subtotal

5,000
10,000
10,000

$15,000
10,500
7,500

25,000

33,000

$

a. Projects in progress
(1) Products x improvements
(2) Product usage
(3) Productzquality

$

I. Present products
20,000
20,500
17,500
58,000

25,000
30,000
20,000

Subtotal

75,000

75,000

z

y

)

25,000
30,000
20,000

(

b. New projects
I Product x new process
(2) Product quality control
(3) Product new use

Total present products

100,000

33,000

133,000

15,000
10,000

12,500
5,000

27,500
15,000

25,000

17,500

42,500

2. New product research
)

(

a. Projects in progress
I Product xx
(2) Productyy
Subtotal
b. New projects
( I ) Product P
(2) ProductQ
(3) Product R
Subtotal
Total new products

30,000
25,000
10,000

30,000
25,000
10,000

65,000

65,000

90,000

17,500

107,500

5,000
7,000

3,500
3,000

8,500
10,000

12,000

6,500

18,500

3. Pure research
a. Projects in progress
(1) Item S
(2) Item T
Subtotal
b. New projects
(1) Item U
(2) Item
Subtotal
Total pure research
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3,000
5,000

3,000
5,000

8,000

8,000

20,000
(Continued on next page)

6,500

26,500
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(Continued from praceeding page)
Project Budget
Year Ended December 31,
CURRENT
BUDGET

)

(

4. Sales department service
a. Projects in progress
I Product x
(2) Customerz
Subtotal
6. New projects
(1) Product
(2) Product q
Subtotal
Total Sales Department service
5. Service departments
a. Library
b. Drafting room (general)
c. Stenographic and clerical

b. Balance for unauthorized projects

1953
PRIOR
EXPENDITURES

TOTAL
AUTHORIZED

7,000
3,000

1,000
1,500

8,000
4,500

10,000

2,500

12,500

2,000
3,000

2,000
3,000

5,000

5,000

15,000

2,500

17,500

10,000
5,000
10,000

10,000
5,000
10,000

25,000

25,000

50,000

50,000

$300,000

$59,500

$359,500

EXHIBIT 2

The Projecf Budget
We have discussed the establishment of a budget by classes of expenditures.
However, the important phase of research budgeting for cost control is the
preparation of a budget for each project to be undertaken during the period.
This likewise can be relatively simple or quite elaborate, depending upon the degree of management cost control desired. The simplest procedure would be
merely to list the projects which will be undertaken, showing the amount of the
budget allocated to each. Provisions should be made for additions to the list of
projects during the period as new fields of research are entered. The total of
the amounts authorized for the several projects must agree with the total of the
amount budgeted by classes of expenditures.
A more detailed approach to budgeting research projects might be one in
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which projects are grouped under several headings. Major classifications could
be as follows:
I. Improvement in the manufacture, quality,
and usage of present products.
2. Research and development of new products.
3. Projects requested by customers or the
sales department.
4. Pure or "blue sky" research, having no
commercial value.

5. Service departments, research library,
clerical, stenographic, drafting room, etc.
This should provide only for that portion
of research and development expense not
directly allocable to projects.
6. Balance available for projects to be authorized at a later date.

Under the first four of the above classifications, there could be a specific budget
authorized for each project, in groups as follows:
Completion of projects authorized in
prior periods.

2. Projects to be started in current period.

Exhibit 2 is a sample form which could be followed in setting up this portion
of the budget. As previously stated, the total of all the items entered on it must
agree with the total expense classification budget.
A logical starting point is a determination of the amount necessary to complete projects already in progress. Another portion of the budget easily determinable is the cost of operating the research service departments. These two
factors, deducted from the total budget, result in the balance available for new
projects. The research directors and supervisors can then determine the portion
of this remainder to be allocated towards research relating to products presently
being produced, new products, or for pure research. The manner in which the
totals for each of these major classifications is determined, depends upon the
nature of the business and the direction in which research and development effort is to be expended, based upon the policy of the organization.
Following the determination of the amount for each major classification, the
next step is an apportionment to the individual projects being considered for
active investigation. In this apportionment, no attempt should be made to show
the manner in which funds are to be expended, since the amount of materials,
labor, or supplies required for each project cannot be determined readily and
must be ascertained as the project progresses. Under the procedure outlined,
management authorizes the research and development division to spend a specified sum in its overall operation and also specifies the amount which may be
spent for the projects to be undertaken. Efforts to pinpoint the budget to the
extent that a figure for the several classifications of expenditure for each project
is developed, might so limit the research department as to interfere with its
smooth operational functioning.
The outlined procedure provides sufficient flexibility so that the directors of
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research may use their own judgment in shifting the efforts within their division
among the various projects. In this connection, it is advisable to revise the
budgets periodically by issuing supplementary budgets. Unused balances may
be transferred from projects which are completed to "balance for unauthorized
projects," to new projects, or to projects in progress.
As shown in Exhibit 2, the project budget, it is desirable to indicate the
amount expended before the current period, it being assumed that such amounts
plus the budget for the current period, will be the total amount authorized to
date for each project. The total budget for the individual project is an extremely important guide for management, since control of the total expenditure
should be maintained to decide whether a project should be abandoned or continued to its successful conclusion. It should be recognized that a long -range
program must be established and provisions should be made so that the full
program can be completed without capricious change of policy on the part of
financial executives.
Making the Research Budget an Effective Tool
Upon the completion of the expense and project budget, approval by top
management is desirable and usually required. A letter of transmittal of the
budget, outlining the high spots and indicating the anticipated results of the
research effort, is quite helpful for obtaining a prompt approval. In preparing
the budget, a realistic and practical approach should have been used, so as to
enable management readily to foresee the beneficial results of the proposed efforts. The budget should not be top -heavy on pure research or nonproductive
work and, depending upon the nature of the business, should have sufficient
stress upon the improvement in present products, either from the production,
quality, or use viewpoint and upon the development of new products. This is
desirable to obtain the proper interest, enthusiasm and approval of top management.
The budgeting procedure described here is of value only if actual expenditures are properly recorded in accordance with the budget, and comparisons made
between the amounts actually expended and those authorized. Cost records are
advisable, as well as monthly or quarterly cost reports in form similar to the
budget, so that those responsible for the functioning of the research department
can control the expenditures and determine the amount of funds available for
subsequent operations. With such budgeting and reporting, the research director can plan for the future, and financial executives can assist in the direction of
the research and development division towards the ultimate goal of all concerned namely, progress for the organization, growth, and additional profits.
MARC H, 1 953
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Time Is Money: Accounting for Radio Revenue
by RICHARD C. PERCIVAL
Assistant Treasurer, Cowles Broadcasting Company, Des Moines, Iowa

Modern services do not outgrow accounting techniques, at least if the
latter are fleixibly conceived and appropriately administered. In fact,
the availability of accounting operates as an assurance that, whatever
their form, revenue and cost will be properly handled and reported.
This article, restricted to the income side of radio broadcasting accounting from a largely procedural standpoint, reflects, nevertheless, a pleasant awareness of the place of the industry in American life.

down through the centuries have used every means at
their command to impress upon their hearers the extreme value of that very
important yet very intangible element which, once lost, can never be recovered,
commonly referred to as "time." Nowhere in our present -day life is this value
more graphically illustrated and nowhere can it be measured more accurately in
dollars and cents, than in the radio broadcasting business.
Time is the life -blood of every commercial radio station in the country—its
stock -in- trade. It is by selling this time to sponsors who desire to advertise their
products or services on the air, that this great entertainment and educational
medium, which reaches practically every home in the country, has attained its
present status. The much- maligned radio "commercial" has provided the billions
of dollars which have enabled radio stations to purchase the necessary talent and
facilities for bringing into the American home the programs the family wants to
hear and, at the same time, to provide enough of a return to the investor to attract the capital which has financed a startling post -war expansion of the industry, during which the number of stations on the air has more than doubled.

W

RITERS AND ORATORS

"Sales" Classifications
To study properly the accounting problems presented by this relatively new
type of business which has made its appearance on the American scene entirely
within the last thirty years, it is necessary first to mention a few basic concepts
so taken for granted by radio accountants that they are likely to be overlooked
when making a presentation of this sort to those whose knowledge of the radio
industry is limited to remembering which programs they usually tune in while
sipping their morning coffee or relaxing with the evening paper. To begin with,
the units in which radio broadcasting time is sold fall into two general categories,
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programs and "spot" announcements, with the advertising message in either
classification commonly referred to as a "commercial."
A program may be from five to sixty or more minutes in length and is of the
same general nature throughout, such as music, drama, news, sports, education,
interview, or any one of dozens of different types. Ordinarily an entire program
is sold to a single sponsor, who may insert his commercials at various points
within it, depending of course upon the amount of time purchased, and limited

as

by accepted standards of good taste.
A "spot" announcement may be from twenty to sixty seconds in length and
is usually broadcast between two separate programs. However, growing in popularity in recent years has been the vehicle known as the "participating" program
which, rather than being sold to a single sponsor mentioned before, is sold on
a "spot" announcement basis, with the announcements, each of which delivers a
message from a different advertiser, scattered throughout the program.
For accounting purposes, advertisers to whom time is sold are divided into
three separate classifications — local, national, and network. Local advertisers
consist, for the most part, of retailers who sell mainly in the area covered by the
radio station. National advertisers are those, chiefly manufacturers, whose products are sold on a nationwide basis. Network advertisers are those who purchase
time directly from one or more of the four major radio networks which, in turn,
must produce the desired program and convey it to the individual stations scattered throughout the country. Since revenue from network commercial programs
is computed on an entirely different basis from that of local or national advertisers and since the only accounting problem consists of following the instructions issued by the network as to computation and billing, the present study will
concern itself with the problems involved in accounting for revenue from local
and national advertisers only.
General Basis of Billing
A published rate card sets forth the established cost to advertisers of each of
the various lengths of programs and announcements, and provides for a systematic sequence of rate reductions, dependent upon the number of purchases
within a year's time.
Almost without exception, when an advertiser buys a particular program or
announcement to be broadcast at a certain time on a certain day of the week, he
also purchases the same time on the same day of each succeeding week for the
duration of his contract. This practice, in addition to facilitating the work of
the program department in the production of advertising copy and of the traffic
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department in preparing the master schedule of sponsored and unsponsored programs and "spot" announcements, also serves as a great aid to the accounting
department when it checks to see that all advertising which airs is properly
authorized.
This is because the accounting department must set up some sort of a system
of control to insure that only properly authorized commercials are broadcast and
that those which are broadcast are properly charged to the respective advertisers.
At our station, which is a leading midwestern 5,000 -watt operation serving a city
of 180,000 and several surrounding counties, the source documents necessary to
the performance of these functions are four in number:
1. Broadcasting agreement.
2. Time order.

3. Daily program schedule.
4. Official program log.

Documents Governing or Reporting Performance
The broadcasting agreement is a formal contract signed by both the advertiser and a representative of the radio station (usually the commercial manager)
under which certain announcements or programs are ordered to be broadcast at
a specified cost to the advertiser. It is prepared in duplicate, the original being
retained on file by the station accounting department after being checked to see
if the rate quoted is in accordance with the rate card. The duplicate is delivered
to the advertiser.
From the station's copy of this broadcasting agreement the second source document, the time order, is prepared, usually by the salesman who made the sale.
This form lists in detail the length of announcements or programs desired, the
days of the week and the exact time of day they are to be broadcast, as well as
the cost per unit. One copy of this time order is sent to the accounting department and another to the traffic department which has the responsibility of seeing that the advertisements are scheduled to be aired at the correct time, by compiling a master schedule.
From this is prepared the third source document, the daily program schedule.
This schedule lists in chronological sequence all programs and announcements
ordered for the particular day, beginning with the time the station signs on the
air in the early morning hours and continuing throughout the entire broadcast
day. Copies of this schedule are distributed to everyone who is in any way responsible for any portion of a broadcast, program director, advertising copy
writer, studio engineer, music librarian, announcer, etc. Since the final responsibility for actually broadcasting the material lies with the announcer on duty, his
copy of the daily program schedule, on which he checks off each item as he airs
it, is sent to the accounting department after the broadcast day is ended.
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Although the three documents just described, when checked against each
other, are sufficient to satisfy even the most demanding internal auditor that all
commercials aired were properly ordered, the actual function of checking for
this authorization has been found to be most efficiently accomplished by performing it concurrently with the function of posting charges to individual accounts.
A fourth source document, the official program log, is necessary in connection
with this posting operation. This log is a record required to be kept by all
radio stations according to rules set down by the Federal Communications Commission, the governmental regulatory agency exercising control over the radio
broadcasting industry. It lists the exact starting time of every program and announcement, indicates whether or not it was sponsored and, if so, by what advertiser. It also includes considerable other required information not pertinent to
the accounting function.
The actual logging is done by the engineer on duty at the transmitter, which
in our case, as with most stations, is located on the outskirts of the city, several
miles from the main studio. He is the final human link in the circuit that all
broadcast material follows in order to be projected out over the air waves to the
homes of listeners and, as such, is in the best position to know exactly what was
aired and at what time. The very intangibility of the spoken word makes it impossible to furnish an advertiser positive proof that his message was delivered,
as can be done, for example, with a newspaper tear - sheet. Hence, this official
program log, which must be certified as to correctness by the engineer, serves as
the best available proof of performance. It is prepared in one copy only, which
is sent directly to the accounting department by the last engineer on duty at the
end of the broadcast day.
Posting the Billing Sheet
Supplied then with copies of the broadcasting agreement and time order for
each advertiser newly starting, the announcer's checked copy of the daily program schedule, and the official program log, the accounting department stands
ready to perform its daily operation relating to revenue.
The first step, which to save time may be undertaken even before receiving
the schedule or log from the previous day, involves checking each time order
against its corresponding broadcasting agreement to see if it is correct in all details. If so, the broadcasting agreement is then permanently filed. From the time
orders, a billing sheet as shown in Exhibit 1, is prepared for each new advertiser. For old advertisers new billing sheets are prepared at the beginning of
each month. Billing sheets are filed alphabetically in a pair of loose -leaf ring
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binders, one of which is designated for local and one for national advertisers,
according to the classification described earlier.
The order of each day's posting is alphabetical rather than chronological. The
first billing sheet in the local book being that of the Acme Floral Shop, the time
order for this account is scanned to learn the time of day for which the advertising was ordered for the particular day being posted, which we shall assume
to be January 1, 1953, holidays being no different from any other day in the
radio business. The time order calls for a half- minute spot announcement at the
2:30 p.m. break between two programs. A check of the January 1, 1953 daily
program schedule quickly assures the bookkeeper that it was listed at that time,
and the announcer has it checked off as having been broadcast. The official prothis day shows that the transmitter engineer heard it at 2:30 P.M.
gram log for
also. So, everything being in agreement, the Acme Floral Shop is charged with
a half- minute announcement at 2:30 p.m. on January 1, 1953, and a check -mark
is entered beside the listing on both the schedule and the log.
Each account for which a billing sheet has been prepared in both the local
and national books is checked and posted in like manner. After the last account
in the second book has been posted, both the schedule and the log should show
the bookkeeper's check -marks beside every listing except network programs and
noncommercial programs and announcements. A brief scanning of these documents should quickly reveal if any discrepancies exist, such as local or national
commercials not checked off. Each such case must be investigated immediately
so that corrective action can be taken to prevent re- occurrence. Subsequent days
are posted in turn during the ensuing week.
Although it may seem, at first thought, to be unnecessary and a duplication of
effort to check both the schedule and the log, numerous cases will be found in
which announcements are not aired at the exact time scheduled. Those scheduled between programs, as in the Acme Floral Shop illustration for January 1,
will never be off more than half -a- minute or so either way but, in the case of
announcements purchased within participating programs, a differential of several minutes between the time scheduled and the time aired is not uncommon.
Advertisers are informed of this possibility whenever they buy a spot within a
program of this type. The January 2 Acme Floral Shop announcement, as reflected in Exhibit 1, is an example of one of these, as it aired at 1:18 p.m.
After a new advertiser has been on the air a full week, the posting procedure
becomes simpler, for checking the time order is no longer necessary, as a
glance at the posting for the corresponding day of the previous week is sufficient to confirm the time and type of commercial ordered for that particular day
MARC H. 1 953
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of the week. It is only in rare cases that this pattern (ordering the same time for
the same day of each succeeding week) is not consistently followed. In these
instances, it is, of course, necessary to continue checking from the time order,
but, in the great majority of cases, the time order can be filed away after the first
week.
The Acme Floral Shop example illustrates this point, as all the Thursday announcements ( January 1, 8, 15, 22, and 29) aired at the 2:30 p.m. time. Other
days of the week can likewise be compared, with slight variations in exact
time evident when the announcement runs within a participating program, as is
the case on each Friday during the month (January 2, 9, 16, 23, and 30).
Entering the "Revenue Credits"
Since our station prepares a weekly profit and loss statement for management,
the right -hand column of the billing sheet, headed "revenue credits," has been
designed to show the weekly revenue computation for each account. This
amounts to simply counting the number of each different type of commercial
each week and extending the totals at the rates applicable to the particular account, which have been previously entered at the lower left at the time the
broadcasting agreement was checked with the rate card. These weekly figures are
entered on a summary sheet, at which time accounts that were placed through
advertising agencies are segregated, so that the commission due these agencies
may be computed in total and shown in its proper place on the profit and loss
statement as a deduction from gross local and national time revenue.
Two sources of revenue not heretofore explained appear in the revenue credits column of the billing sheet. These are "talent" and "miscellaneous," both of
which arise from the purchase by an advertiser of particular types of programs.
If a program requires a special talent on the part of the person producing it on
the air, such as a newscast, disc jockey show, live musical program, or any one
of several other types, a charge for this talent is made in addition to the charge
for time. These talent charges are listed on the rate card and are flat rates per
program, not subject to frequency reductions as are time rates. The Acme Floral
Shop billing sheet exhibited, discloses a $10 per program talent charge for its
3:00 -3:15 p.m. program which airs each Saturday.
Miscellaneous revenue is far less common than time or talent revenue, as it
arises only from unusual programs which involve special production costs to be
charged to the advertiser, such as remote broadcasts originating from places
other than the regular studio, requiring rental of transmission lines, quiz programs which call for prize money to be paid out to contestants, athletic contests
908
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broadcast from distant cities, involving the sportscaster's travel expense in addition to rental of transmission lines, and other more -or -less uncommon types of
programs. This particular source of revenue results in little if any profit for the
station, for the miscellaneous revenue received from advertisers buying these
special programs must, for the most part, be immediately disbursed in payment
of the special expenses it was collected to cover.
Working the Billing
Advertisers are billed on a calendar month basis, so it is necessary to compute
revenue for partial weeks at the beginning and end of each month, except in
those infrequent instances when a month ends on a Saturday. At the end of the
month, the total of the weekly and partial week computations are checked by
counting the monthly total of the various programs and announcements and extending them at the proper rates. This monthly summary is shown at the
lower right of the billing sheet, just above the account name. The information
thus summarized is posted to the accounts receivable ledger and the statement
to be sent to the advertiser is prepared from it.
A Professional Bonus With Your Program
The foregoing pages comprise an attempt to explain the procedures of accounting for revenue in a business which is usually considered to be a bit outside the more usual classification, such as manufacturing, transportation, retailing, and the like. Yet it is a business with which almost every man, woman and
child comes into contact every day of the year. If the paper stimulates enough
interest so that the next tirre the accounting reader tunes in his favorite program and hears the message from the advertiser who sponsors it, he immediately
visualizes the billing sheet and remembers the various documents necessary for
its preparation, then he has retained a basic knowledge of accounting for radio
broadcasting revenue, and this article has served its intended purpose.

MAR CH, 19 53
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THE

WORKSHOP

Re -Work Costs Yield to Budgetary Control
by F. GORDON FOSTER
Assistant Comptroller, Camera Works, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Product repairs, if inevitable, are at least a vexation and, when they
mount, an evidence of something wrong in operations. The re -work
control procedure here described, does not blindly assign the blame to
the department in which the product is rejected as substandard but,
through cause analysis, assigns responsibility, computes cost, and compares results with departmental budget standards for re -work.

T

HE RE -WORK OR ADDED ORDER

of product cost
constitutes a subject which is distasteful to all persons engaged in the
manufacturing operation. By re -work
or added costs is meant those costs
which are incurred in working parts or
products which have not been produced to the specifications in the regular production cycle. The designation
confirms these costs as extras, when
compared to the perfection for which
we all strive. However, there are very
few, if any, manufacturing processes
which are free of this element of cost,
so the control of "product repairs" is
a continuous major problem for all
levels of management. The effectiveness of this control is reflected in the
annual profit and loss statement.
COST ELEMENT

Recognising Accountability for
and Cause of Re -Work

In job and order cost accounting, it
has been common practice for many
years to charge re -work or added order
910

costs to the specific job or order involved, as the extra work is performed.
While this system has to a certain extent served the purpose, we believe it
has several disadvantages. For instance:
I. The overall re -work costs on an order

may produce wide fluctuations in unit
cost from order to order.
2. The incorrectness of charging a particular order or job for re -work which is
not the fault of operations performed on
that order or job but are due to some
other cause.
3. No clear -cut definition, at times, as to
the cause of the re -work cost.
4. Re -work costs may not be effectively
brought to the attention of those persons
concerned and who are in a position to
take corrective action.

In analyzing re -work costs in a normal manufacturing plant, it readily
becomes apparent that there are three
phases of each re -work operation
which should be considered. Each is
important and no attempt will be made
to list them in the order of their importance. The first is who and what
caused the re -work? Second, how much
will the re -work cost? Third, what is
being done to prevent a repetition.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

The control of re -work and replacements is, for the most part, a function
of the production department. However, it is the responsibility of the accounting department to present accurate, concise, timely information to all
levels of management so that corrective action will be taken. To do this,
it becomes necessary for the accounting department to know what the rework is, and what its cost is going to
be, before it is started. In our plant,
this is done through the use of a rework commitment form which must be
originated by the production department and approved by the accounting
department before the work can be
started. This is called reporting on a
commitment basis and enables the accounting department to distribute to
all levels of management, information
pertaining to re -work and re -work
costs at a time when corrective action
can be taken, that is, before any money
has been spent. With this information
widely circulated, before rather than
after the money has been spent, it
becomes possible to keep re -work costs
to a minimum and sometimes expenditures are eliminated entirely.
In budgeting re -work and keeping
this element of cost to a minimum, we
take the approach that any re -work condition can be allocated to faults in one
or more of the following five factors:
1. Workmanship —This type of rework is caused by human failures. The
operator performing the original work
may be guilty of an oversight, carelessM A R C H , 1933

ness, inexperience, or he may be poorly
instructed or improperly trained. In
any event, it is a workmanship repair
in the department performing the work
and correctly chargeable to the supervision of the department. For example,
if an operator reads a micrometer incorrectly, neglects to keep tools sharpened and adjusted, or does not have
the necessary skill to perform the work,
the error and the cost of it are chargeable to the department and not to the
particular job or order on which the
work is being performed. We believe
that labor standards, when properly
set, reflect the complexity of the process and the skill required of the
operator. They allow sufficient time to
produce good, acceptable work.
2. Engineering (design and process)
—In the event of modification or a
change in design or if the production
process does not produce satisfactory
results, we have had an error in judgement by our engineering personnel. It
is a human failure in engineering and
not the fault of a particular order or
job.
3. Equipment — Sometimes the
proper machine tool is not available on
which to produce the work and substitute equipment requiring additional
labor is utilized. This is not the fault
of a single job or order, but is correctly
charged to equipment.
4. Material —On some occasions,
especially during these times of shortages, the correct material is not available and substitution or re -work re911
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EXHIBIT 1

quiring some additional labor is required to produce satisfactory products.
These costs are not the fault of a
specific o r d e r or job bu t a re cha rg e-

able to the fact of defect in the material. This element of repair cost
should be watched closely by our procurement personnel.
5. Miscellaneous—�Because�some�rework occurs which cannot be properly
fitted into the above four categories,
we created the fifth, called miscellaneous, for the want of a better name.
Five Forms for Reporting Re -W ork

The detail operation of our plan
makes it a function of the departmental
911

foreman finding faulty conditions to
prepare a Stock Deviation Ticket (Exhibit 1 )

and have the findings ap-

proved by the department inspector.
The authority for determining in
which of the five repair conditions the
cost of the repair is to be charged is
the responsibility of the production engineer.
The stock deviation ticket shows
order number, original lot quantity, lot
number, rejected quantity, part number, part name, rejection point, and
model. It describes fully the conditions
causing the rejections, and for which
re -work time is requested. In conjuncN.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N
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EXHIBIT 2

tion with the production engineer, the
line supervisors outline the necessary
re -work operations in full and the
necessary equipment and the departments which are to perform the work
are clearly defined. Copies of this
form are forwarded, with the defective
product requiring added operations, to
the department which is to do the
work.
MARCH, 1 9 5 3

The foreman of this department
prepares an Added Order Cost Form
(Exhibit 2) showing job or order
number, part name and number, quantity, responsibility, and which production engineer placed the responsibility.
It is also his responsibility to establish
the time estimate of the operation, and
the skill of the operator who is to perform the operation. This added order
913

EXHIBIT 3

cost form, with a copy of the stock
deviation ticket, must then be sent to
the cost order for computation and
approval. This computation is made
from reproductive costs which are
maintained currently by symbol, part
and model on all major catalog items
which are in production.
After the cost center's approval, the
back of this form becomes a time card
on which is entered the quantity of
work performed, date, and operator's
register number. This is used by the
timekeeper, who will accept only the
quantity and estimate as specified and
only after the cost center's approval.
The timekeepers are in the comptroller's division and, through them, the
daily charges to all time records are
controlled. It is our policy to require
a symbol and operation on regular production records, with time open —or
repair paper —for all work performed
in all departments. If additional work
is required or the esimate is changed,
additional authority is required. Each
foreman makes out an additional order
cost form for work to be done in his
department.
914

The cost centers which cost the rework are physically located throughout
the plant in production areas and are
manned by accounting personnel. Each
cost center services a single or a group
of related production departments. At
the time the cost center computes the
cost, it enters the total on one of two
forms. On a form for Departmental
Analysis of Repairs and Commitments
(Exhibit 3), only those charges are
posted which are due to workmanship
errors and where the responsibility is
that of the department doing the work.
If the responsibility is that of some other
department, the costs are transferred to
the cost center servicing that department by the cost center of the department doing the re -work. Each cost
center maintains a control for each
department it services. These sheets
are analyzed daily by departmental
supervision at the foreman's level. We
want our supervision to be ever conscious of the effects on costs caused by
errors made in the respective departments.
If the situation is serious or very
costly, the assistant superintendent
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

EXHIBIT 4

of the division is notified before re- sponsibility must be assigned for this
work is started. It has been our experi- loss by the production engineer and a
ence that timely, concise reporting pro- copy of the special requisition is
vides an opportunity to the department forwarded to the cost center for comresponsible for an item of re -work to putation, where it is recorded as a
make an immediate and complete in- commitment. At the end of the week,
vestigation. This investigation corrects the cost centers forward to the office,
any condition which is still causing the totals of these sheets which reprere -work and gives the offender a sent the total re -work commitments for
chance to use his knowledge in laying the plant for the week.
out the most efficient and economical
These become the basis for the
re -work procedure.
weekly re -work report to the manageIf the re -work charge is other than ment (Exhibit 5) . This statement
workmanship, it is entered on the form shows the relationship between weekly
in Exhibit 4. This bears the same title departmental re -work commitments
as Exhibit 3 but provides for recogni- and the direct labor for each production of defect causes besides workman- tion department. This relationship is
ship.
expressed as a percentage and is comWhen parts are scrapped or lost and pared with the budgeted re -work percomplete replacement is necessary, a centage set by management. This
special requisition is prepared by the statement is used by management to
planning department and replacements measure the performance of individual
are made for losses in excess of the departments against their budgeted
allowed surplus. These replacements re -work percentages. The totals of
are made on regular production paper workmanship, engineering, material,
charged to the re -work account. Re- equipment, and miscellaneous are comMARCH, 1953
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EXHIBIT 5

pared with the total weekly plant direct gardless of the reason, we believe that
labor for an overall performance rate. a proper re -work budget establishes a
Each department supervisor has a measure of control.
record from the cost center showing
his weekly committed workmanship How the Re -Work Budget
Is Established
re -work cost against his budget.
The first step in budget preparation
When the re -work budgets were
originally set up, it was recognized that is the developing of a workmanship
some processes are more liable to re- re -work percentage to the direct labor
pair conditions than others. These of each department. This takes into
processes are generally departmental- account the relative liability and is
ized for many reasons and our repair established in conjunction with the
budgets, following the established opinions of qualified production per precedent, were set for each depart- sonnel, and historical, factual data
ment. This greater liability of one from the accountants. As examples of
process to re -work than another may be different percentages, let us consider an
due to the nature of the process, the automatic screw machine operation
type of equipment, the skill of the where one operator keeps several malabor element, or other reasons. Re- chines functioning, compared to hand
916
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replacements. This extra material
also charged to the holding account as
it is needed. From an analysis of the
holding account, a ratio of this extra
material used to the total direct labor
of the plant is arrived at. This percentage is then broken down between
that applicable to workmanship and
that portion applicable to the other
four categories. The portion of extra
material applicable to workmanship is
weighed and applied in proportion to
the workmanship budget by department. The remaining portion of the
extra material percentage is applied to
the other four categories on a plant
basis as a single figure.
After adding the extra material percentages to the labor and burden, a
total percentage was arrived at which
is applied as a standard rate to the
direct labor of a department to cover
added order cost. This distribution is
made weekly by the payroll department
and posted once a month to the jobs
and orders in the cost department. The
distribution of these standard rates is
credited to the holding account to
which the actual is charged. At least
once each year, these standard rates
should be checked against the budget
percentages. Each week management
is given a statement showing actual
re -work cost as compared to applied
standard re -work.
is

lathe operations where there is one
operator per machine. The multiple
machine gives rise to more repairs per
direct labor dollar than the hand lathes
because of the process. Newer machines and better facilities produce
finer, more accurate work with equal
or less skill than some older facilities.
Better equipment lowers the liability.
All facts must be continually weighed,
as improvements in process, machining,
etc. are developed.
In addition to controlling repairs by
a budget, we go a step further and cost
our various jobs and orders, using
standard re -work rates for each department. This department standard rework rate is computed by adding to the
workmanship budget of the department
the plant percentage for re -work caused
by faults in material, engineering,
equipment, and miscellaneous, predicated on the departmental direct labor.
To this labor figure is added the
burden for the department. In this
way, by one computation, we were able
to apply standard labor and burden for
added order costs to each order job.
After a very satisfactory trial period,
we decided to add to the one overall
figure the cost of re -work material.
When material was referred to
earlier in this article, we were referring
to the amount of re -work labor needed
to correct faulty material. Although
labor and burden make up the largest
share of added order cost, there are,
from time to time, small charges for
extra material used for repairs and

Fruits of Control

In concluding this presentation of a
procedure, I would like to point out
917

that the system is not the perfect
method which some day we hope to
develop. However, we believe it does
provide easier, more uniform, and
more accurate accounting for re -work
than the old method because:

I. It eliminates fluctuations in order or job
costs from order to order.
2. It clearly defines what each re -work is.
3. It clearly defines who or what caused the
re -work.
4. The cost of each re -work is calculated
and committed before any work is done.
5. It stimulates all levels of supervision to
overcome re -work conditions.

Some Problems of Plant Project Accounting
By BRUCE F. YOUNG
General Supervisor of Procedures, Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, California

Accounting for costs of identified projects is recognized to embrace
procedure for a project proposal, cost estimate, collection of costs
of approved projects, and reporting on the relationship of estimated
to actual cost in each instance. Some organizational and accounting
problems which such a procedure involves are reflected in this case
study.
N TH E C A SE O F A D DI T IO NS TO TH E

I

P L A N T accounts or large expenditures for maintenance, good accounting would seem to include a preliminary estimate of the costs involved,
approval of the expenditure by appropriate authority, the collection of
all actual costs pertaining to the expenditure, and a final reporting of the
actual versus the estimated costs. In
line with current accounting writing,
we might call these principles.
By itself each requirement seems
easy enough to satisfy. It is taken for
granted that we have facilities engineers competent to evaluate the time,
material and equipment costs involved
in construction projects. We know the
management representatives whose approval is necessary before expenses

918

can be incurred. Our cost department
has been collecting product costs,
whether actual or standard, process or
job, almost since time immemorial,
so that it would not seem to require
too much ingenuity to cost something
as simple as the purchase and installation of a new machine or the major
repair of an old one. And certainly
no problem exists in comparing one
cost figure against another.
Shall We Pass the Estimate
On or Refer It Back?

However, put these requirements
together, and consider placing them
in operation, and the picture becomes
less clear. Obviously the starting point
is when somebody requests that something be built, purchased, repaired,
renovated, or otherwise altered beyond
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

his own capacity or desire to take
care of. It is not difficult to get the
individual to set down his request on
a form sheet and to transmit it within
the plant as directed. But, after the
request has been analyzed and the estimates for the various labor, burden
and material charges called for have
been made and totaled, then what?
Shall we regard that as the whole of
the analytical function and return the
request to the originator for him to
process through his own superiors
for approval or disapproval? Doing
so risks the displeasure of many originators of such requests because of the
time lost in processing the "red tape'
of going through channels. But if we
save time by forwarding the analysis
of costs directly to an executive who
can approve or deny, we probably
forego the possibility of saving some
expenditures that would not be made
if the originator had an opportunity
to compare the estimated cost of his
project with the value he expects to
receive from it.
How Far Shall We Incorporate
Labor Cost—or Burden?

When it comes to collecting the actual costs involved, how far shall we
go? There is no question about items
purchased by the company specifically
for the project and there is relatively
little question about materials drawn
from stocks within the company. They
have to be purchased or drawn by an
authorizing piece of paper and it is
MARCH, 1933

just about as easy to reference a job
order number opposite "charge to" as
it is to reference an expense account
number.
It is a little different with the time
of those assigned to the project. In
the past, let us say, this time has been
charged intially to their "home" department and subsequently allocated
to the using departments as part of
the routine distribution of overhead.
Or, it might have been charged directly against the using department,
under an appropriate overhead account. In either case, that portion of
labor time devoted to any specific
project was lost in the charges for
labor devoted to all other projects for
any given department. Now it is our
objective to pinpoint such labor
charges to specific projects through
use of identifying job orders.
There is little difficulty about such
charges for the maintenance man who
does not have supervisory powers,
since he can hardly work on more
than one project at a time. At higher
levels, however, all the usual problems of allocation arise whenever a
man performs duties overlapping
more than one project. For example,
a leadman may be responsible for
work being done on parts of several
construction projects at one time, an
assistant foreman may be responsible
for various supervisory duties, and a
foreman for the sum of all activities
of the maintenance department, both
administrative and construction.
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At what level should we cease trying to allocate time against individual
job orders? If we stop at the lowest,
we are certainly failing to include
some important elements of the cost
of the project. But if we go to the
highest, our allocation problems are
such as inevitably to lead to the consideration of charging an appropriate
share of all overhead of the maintenance department against each job
order. So perhaps we had better consider that, too.
In a way, it seems logical to charge
department overhead to each project,
since that is certainly the principle we
follow in establishing costs of our
saleable products. (Note: a qualification is hurriedly extended to devotees
of "direct costing" —the foregoing
analogy is not for them.) Why
should there be any difference in
costing a construction or maintenance
job? Certainly, by charging departmental overhead to the project, we
would minimize the problem just considered, that of the proper dividing
line for labor charges to allocate to
projects. If payroll expenses of any
classification in the department may be
charged against projects, it is more or
less academic whether they are charged
as "labor" or as "burden."
Nevertheless, other problems arise.
If we do charge overhead, shall it be
on the basis of a standard amount
per unit of work? That confronts us
with periodical under- and over -ab920

sorbed overhead in the maintenance
department. Shall we instead charge
overhead on an actual basis so as to
clear the account each month? That
will cause the reported costs of our
projects to fluctuate with the rate of
activity of the maintenance department. In either case, what is the meaning of the "cost" figure ascertained?
There is no other amount to which
to relate it, such as the price of a
saleable product. To argue that the
cost as established must be comparable
to the cost of such construction to an
outside contractor seems rather pointless. We are not in the contracting
business. Yet, if we are interested in
obtaining construction services for the
cheapest possible cost to our company,
which of the following more truly
represents the maximum that we
could afford to pay an outside contractor for purposes of comparing
with our own cost of construction:
I. A cost inflated by an apportionment of
overhead, most or all of which would
have been incurred whether we performed the construction or hired it to be
done?
2. A cost lacking such "fixed" overhead?

Furthermore, if assets constructed
by our maintenance department include such overhead as an element of
their cost, the reported profit of the
periods in which such construction
took place was larger by the amount
of this overhead than it would have
been had overhead not been charged
to the projects, because cost of sales
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

was correspondingly less. Is it fair to
assume that we can make a profit from
a "product" which is not for sale?
Reporting Actual vs. Estimated Cost —
What and To Whom?

It must be remembered we are to
report the "actual" costs as compared
with those estimated. Obviously, it
should be done after the project has
been completed, but what if its completion requires several months? Is
one reporting at the end sufficient for
control purposes? Regardless of when
the reports are made, to whom should
we send them? Certainly the engineers who prepared the original estimate are entitled to the information
on actual costs, in order to improve
their performance on future projects.
Is the originator of the project request a similarly interested party? No
doubt in many instances he would be
surprised to learn how much more
(or less) his project cost than he had
previously believed it would and, if
he has not already been given the advance estimate of such cost, it would
seem he should at least know the resulting actual cost. On the other
hand, if he was previously informed
regarding the estimate, will any purpose be served by acquainting him
with imperfections in our estimated
costs? For which cost should one
who requests a project be held responsible?
MARCH, 1953

Receiving the Request and
Circulating the Estimate

Our principles of accounting pertaining to the control of plant repair
or construction expenditures seem to
have resolved under scrutiny into a
series of unanswered questions. Having performed the dissection, can we
reinstate the remains and emerge with
a means of control that will leave and
breathe practicality as well as principles? Let us see.
Suppose we return again to our
starting point, which was somebody
wanting something (built, purchased,
repaired, renovated, altered, etc.). We
have a designated form for him to
use in listing his request, Authorization for Expenditure (Exhibit 1 ) . He
signs the request and, since we want
to be sure that only the requests of
responsible authorities are processed,
he is required to obtain the approval
of his superiors up to an agreed -upon
supervisory level. Now the request
goes to our facilities engineers for
investigation and recommendation and
will not again be returned to the
originator or his superiors unless it is
unfavorably acted upon somewhere
along the way. In that event, since
the unfavorable recommendation would
be by somebody outside the organizational channel of the originator, the
request with its qualifying recommendation would immediately be returned to the originator, who then
could either drop his request or fight
921
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EXHIBIT 1

for it through his superiors, which-

to process the request and, therefore,

ever he chose.

to complete the project.

A request which is recommended
favorably, however, by the processing

"Direct Cos ting" of Burden

engineer, will carry a comprehensive
analysis, including a complete cost
estimate. With this information added,

T o resolve the knotty questions of
"principle" involved in whether or
not to charge the overhead of the
maintenance department against the

one copy will then be returned to
the originator's superior, and by him
eventually to the originator. If the
latter or his superiors find that the
estimated cost is large enough so as
no longer to appear to make the request worthwhile, they can take immediate action to stop its further
processing. This provides the desired
review on the part of the originator,
once cost information is available,
without increasing the time required
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project, a decision must be made on
the basis of the fundamental purpose
intended for our accounting system.
( We are not here distinguishing between capital and maintenance projects. We are thinking only of useful
project costs.) In our case, we agree
that this purpose is best served by instilling a feeling of confidence that a
dollar "saved" in our cost figure is a
dollar increase in profit. We feel
N.A.C .A. B U L L E T I N

that such confidence would be lacking
if cost included an allocation of overhead which practical experience tells
us would remain unchanged, whether
the project in question was undertaken or not.
Costs increased by such allocations
might cause us to contract outside
the company for a construction project
in the belief that the contract was less
expensive than our own internal cost
of construction, when such was not
the case. (Of course, some construction jobs will be quoted at a lower
cost by an outside contractor than our
own estimated cost, because of the
contractor's specialization in that particular type of work, and also because
his overhead costs are low in proportion to total costs. In such cases the
meaning simply is that even the absence of overhead in our cost estimate
is insufficient to compensate for a
lower labor cost on the part of the
contractor. )
Overhead included in project costs
would also result in showing a smaller
rate of return on the investment required for every project than was
truly the case and might well cause
some projects to be disapproved on
the mistaken impression that they
were not sufficiently profitable. So we
conclude to charge only "direct" labor
and material to a project and to distribute the overhead costs of the maintenance department to the productive
departments, along with all other factory overhead.
MARC H, 1 953

Recognizing Labor Chargeable and
Not Chargeable to Project

Having made such a decision in relation to the fundamental purpose desired, the problem of where to stop
within the departmental organization
in the matter of charging labor time
to a project is in some respects easier,
in others more difficult. It is more
difficult in that the problem is no
longer academic. The same overall
cost is not going to result, regardless
of whether a man's time is considered
as labor or as burden. It is easier in
that we now have a logical line of
demarcation: labor should be charged
to the project as long as it is "direct,"
that is, the man goes with the job (even
though there may be more than one
job at the same time). Where the
man and the job are not directly associated, his time should not ae so
charged. In our company leadmen
usually fall within the category of
labor. Assistant foremen and above are
usually overhead.
Establishing the Controls

Our primary concern is to control
the larger expenditures where important sums of money may be saved or
lost for the company. We arbitrarily
define these as projects involving costs
estimated to be $100 or more. In
addition, because of the detailed accounting information that is required
in any event, all expenditures determined to be capital assets are processed
similarly with large expenses, regard923
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EXHIBIT 2

less of their size. All such approved
requests are assigned an identifying

general accounting department. The
cost department then opens a cost

project number by the plant engineering department and an appropriate asset
or expense account designation by the

sheet for the project upon receipt of
its copy of the approved authorization
for expenditure. This cost sheet is
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used to collect the various costs
charged against the project during its
period of construction. A controlling
account for all such authorizations for
expenditure is maintained in the general ledger under an account termed
"construction in process."
After assignment of the project
number to the authorization for expenditure, necessary requisitions are
prepared by the plant engineering department for materials to be purchased or drawn from stores and for
labor to be expended on the project.
While such requisitions identify the
project account number involved and
all charges will eventually be closed
into this account number, the labor
"requisitions" or Internal Work
Order (Exhibit 2) carry their own
identifying account numbers, since
maintenance personnel are used on
other types of work, as well as on the
projects under discussion here. This
means that labor and material costs
must first be charged to the appropriate work order. Only upon closing
of the latter are the recorded costs
transferred to the controlling project
account number. Controlling accounts
in the general ledger are, therefore,
also needed for such internal work
orders and are established under the
same construction in process category
of the chart of accounts.
As long as a given internal work
order remains active, any materials or
labor used in its performance are
MARC H, 1 953

charged accordingly and posted to the
detailed cost sheet in cost department
and to the controlling account in the
general ledger. Once a month, the
open balances on the cost sheets are
journalized by cost department from
the controlling account for internal
work orders in process to that for
authorizations for expenditure and are
transferred similarly from one category of detailed cost sheets to the
other.
Machinery or equipment purchased
for the project is charged initially to
the authorization for expenditure,
rather than to an internal work order,
since no labor is involved. Once a
month the open balances of cost sheets
for authorizations for expenditure,
previously determined by general accounting to be of an expense nature,
are journalized by cost department to
the expense account referenced. Asset
items are not journalized until the
costs for all internal work orders have
been closed into the authorization for
expenditure and the latter, itself, has
been completed.
Reports Where They Will Prove Useful

We have now a control system in
operation, with many open projects on
the books. Purchase and material
requisitions and time cards are being
received and charged to appropriate
project accounts and work orders.
These work orders are being closed
into project accounts. Projects are be923

ing completed. journal entries tie the
cost records into the general ledgers.
Hence we are ready for the final stage:
what to do with the cost information
available?
Again let us return to fundamentals. Our objective is to save money
on our expenditures, not to publish
reports merely for the sake of disseminating cost information at hand.
We therefore decide that no useful
purpose would be served by advising
the originators of project requests
whether the cost estimates they previously received were too high or too
low. They will still have to decide
the merit of each subsequent project
on the basis of the cost estimate they
are furnished at the time, regardless
how far from being accurate that estimate turns out to be.
So, for that matter, will the facilities engineers considering the subsequent project request, but they are also
responsible for the cost estimate, itself,
and can be expected to improve their
estimating as they are given comparisons against actual cost. They, and
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their superiors, are therefore those directly concerned with the results of our
cost records.
A final consideration remains. So
long as the total actual costs do not
exceed those estimated and approved
for the project, an interim reporting of
actual versus estimated costs seems to
have little merit. However, when actual costs do exceed those estimated,
without the project itself being yet
closed, a proper regard for the importance of appropriations would seem
to require another approval for the
balance of the expenditure now belived to exceed the original sum approved. For that reason, a monthly reporting is made of all projects not yet
closed, but for which the actual costs
already exceed those estimated and approved. Upon receipt of such a report,
the facilities engineer originally concerned is responsible for ascertaining
and justifying the amount of expenditures estimated as still due for the project and for securing another approval
for such additional amounts.

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

THE COST FORUM

WHY NOT THE SAM E ATTENTION
TO REPLACEMENT TIMING?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
THE N.A.C.A. BULLETIN for October, 1952
includes an article by Fladger F. Tannery,
Assistant Comptroller of the Humble Oil
and Refining Company under the caption
"Depreciation and the Depreciating Dollar."
This article has been added to a large collection of similar papers on this controversial subject. It appears that businessmen
have devoted a great deal of time and
energy to debating the "adequacy" of depreciation on historical cost. It would seem
that their entire approach to equipment replacement is bound up in a depreciation
policy which would insure the availability
of funds to finance the replacements of the
future.
In the article referred to, Mr. Tannery
quotes a case in which equipment purchased
in 1922 for one million dollars must, after
thirty years in service, be completely restored
at a cost of over two million dollars or
replaced at a cost of about the same figure.
After going into the subject of his paper
very completely, he has concluded that "the
problems of providing for depreciation and
those of providing for the replacement of
fixed assets are not too closely related." In
this conclusion he is quite right.
In my analysis of the case referred to in
the article I find many factors which are not
revealed and which are far more important
to the problem of replacement than the fact
that past depreciation policy on an original
cost basis has not resulted in retained capital
sufficient to finance the new equipment. It
is a pity that some of the time and energy
devoted to the depreciation question could
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not have been spent in a liberal education
in the art of developing an adequate equipment replacement policy. I would be inclined to say that the illustrated case is an
outstanding example of improper replacement timing and one which brings into
focus the error of tying replacement timing
to depreciation policy.
The fact that the concern in question is
represented as finding itself short of the
necessary funds to finance the replacement
is not an uncommon situation. It is a very
rare occasion in which we find that income
equal to the depreciation reserve has been
set aside and is readily available to meet the
cost of replacements. At the same time that
the cost of equipment was rising we were
called on to put more money into our inventories, receivables, and other operating expenses and we have used retained income
for this purpose.
The surprising thing is that the "absence"
of financing needed for replacement is
blamed on the fact that the depreciation
provision based on historical costs has been
inadequate. Assuming that the concern had
a measure of "inflated profits," let us then
ask ourselves if it is necessary to "make an
entry on the books" before we can justify
the necessity for retaining income which is
vitally necessary to insure the future stability of the business. Whether we make
entries or not, provide depreciation on historical or replacement costs, the need for
retained earnings is still present and it is
the responsibility of management to evaluate
the need.
An analysis of the case discussed in the
article, so far as it is revealed there, suggest that there are factors, quite apart from
927

"depreciation," relevant to replacement timing. It was stated that this equipment,
thirty years old, must be replaced within
the next year because it will be of no
further use unless more than two million
dollars is spent to restore it. It is also
stated that only "ordinary repairs" must
total up to a very sizable sum. I cannot believe that equipment this old and in this
state of degradation could be used at all
unless a really large a nd costly program of
repairs was in effect. I must also assume
from my knowledge of industrial machine
performance that the man -hours per unit
of ou tpu t must be a grea t deal higher tha n
might be considered normal and that the
percentage of damaged or unsalable product has reached a peak. I cannot conceive
that equipment so old and deteriorated that
it will cost as much to repair as to replace,
can be doing a reasonable job with only
ordinary repairs and with a reasonable cost
of labor or material untilization.
When I ca ll this an ou tsta nding example
of improper repla cement timing, I am sure,
beyond any reasonable doubt that this equipment could have been replaced, in part or
completely, five years or more earlier and to
great advantage. It appears that the company has waited for the impossible to ha ppen (fu nds might ultimately be available)
and has delayed replacement until the last
possible moment when the old unit has been
completely depreciated and worn out.
W e can confidently assume that, during
the past five or more years, this concern has
been expending funds to meet the ever increasing deterioration of the old units. In
addition to excessive maintenance and other
operating expenses, it has been passing up
the advantages which I am sure the replacement units would offer. I cannot believe
that, after some thirty years, the replacement
units now on the ma rk et do not offer some
added cost - savings potential when compared
with the class of units now in service. It
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would be reasonable to suppose that this
same added potential was present in a major
degree some five or more years ago. Once
we ha ve spent the money and lost the opportunities, they are both gone forever.
Combining the total of the excessive operating and maintenance costs with the advantages to be gained with units of advanced
design, we usually come up with a sizable
savings which can be used in partly or completely financing a replacement. It often
works out that the replacement can and
should be made long before the old units
have run the course of their normal life
span and, quite often, long before they have
been completely offset by a "depreciation
reserve." It is quite proba ble tha t the sa les
prices of the company products reflect fully
the changing value of the dollar a nd cou ld
quite adequ ately support a two million dollar plant installation. And it is also quite
probable that replacement could have been
made at an earlier date at a much lower
figure.
The procedures recommended for testing
and timing equipment replacement, which
have been the subject of a few books, all
completely discount the use of past depreciation policy and do not even recognize the
original cost of the units to be replaced. In
all of the books I have read, I find direct
advice to forget the past and study the
problem in relation to the futu re. Will the
future support the investment we will make
today?
Unfortunately, the accountant, the business executive, and the economist seem to
talk a different language. The accountant
has not acquainted himself with "economic
costs and charges," which is the all importa nt pivot on which replacement timing
turns. For instance, the accountant will
record what has a ctually happened and present statements of dollars earned and dollars
spent, bu t nowhere in his statements do we
find any reference to the opportunities
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

which we have passed up. The opportu nities I refer to have to do with converting
cost savings which come with new equipment to the financing of the equipment
purchases.
The su bject is a complex one and shou ld
be brou ght out into the open with a s much
time devoted to its exploration and debate
as has been spent on trying to prove that
a company ca nnot reta in an additiona l part
of its income to meet the economic impact
of the future unless it is permitted to
increase its provision for depreciation. I
will admit that it would be wonderfu l if we
could get the Government to a gree to let us
keep more of our income "tax- free" to meet
the challenge. Wonderful for the present!
Bu t this is ju st a nother way of inviting the
Government to "invest" in our free enterprise a nd to get into the management. It is
also a way to reduce our individu al tax and
finance problems. If enough of us can get
this preferential treatment the Government
will soon find itself with less revenue and
again hike the base tax rates to offset the
subsidy they grant us to finance the future.
W e can solve our own replacement problems if we will only educate ourselves to do
so.
EARL N. MARTIN, SR., New Orleans Chapter
FOR BETTER TRAINED INDUSTRIAL
ACCOUNTING GRADUATES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
F R O M T I M E T O T I M E comments are made
on the absence of proper training for students in the field of cost accounting. This
lack is often all too clear. Presented below
is a four -point plan to aid industry in
general and cost accou nting departments in
particular to take positive steps to correct
this situation. The four points are:

I.
2.
3.
4.

Scholarships.
Top level liaison.
Research projects.
Faculty cooperative programs.

MA R C H , 19 33

Many business firms do not come near
using up their available 5 percent contribution deduction for tax purposes. Such a contribution could be in the form of scholarships to a local college or university, stipulating that they are to be given to stu dents
who plan to major in industrial accounting.
The second step in the plan is to maintain liaison with the local school or college
of business administration. This may be accomplished in many ways which may be
beneficial to both the company and the college. One method is to send top level men
out to the colleges on speaking engagements
whenever the opportunity arises.
Another means is to arrange field trips
to the company's plant or office. Still
another is to sponsor panel meetings. Last
but not least, liaison may take the form
of frequent visits to the college to discuss
specific problems with the dean of the college of bu siness administra tion or to ma ke
suggestions as to courses which might or
should be offered.
The third step in the pla n is to commission the local college of business administration to conduct research projects in the
field of cost accounting and related work or
help it financially to set up and maintain
a research department. Under such a program, the company may be able to obtain
valuable information and, at the same time,
give additional experience to students and
faculty in conducting such research projects.
The fourth step in the pl a n —a n d the
most important in the eyes of the writer —
is to establish a cooperative plan for the
faculty of the local college of business administration. This plan would place members of the faculty in the company's plant
to receive first -hand experience in the practical application of management accounting.
The specific application of a cooperative
plan wou ld ha ve to be work ed out so as to
best fit into both the company's plan and
the college teaching program.
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Such cooperative plans have worked very
successfully for students. They could work
just as successfully for the faculty in the
industrial accounting field. They are intended to fill a widely -felt need.
WALTER G. PHILLIPS, Philadelphia Chapter
USE TAX COLLECTION —A
GROWING MAZE

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TODAY M A N Y
BUSINESSES are finding
themselves caught in the web of use tax

regulations, as collectors. A few yea rs a go
an out of state business could usually
avoid use tax collection either because of
some loop hole in the law or because
no one ever required the company to
register. Now, however, with tightened
use tax legislation due to the increased
cost of government and more numerous
state contracts, a business can no longer
adopt a "let sleeping dogs lie" attitude.
A use tax, defined briefly, is a sales
tax levied on the purchaser for the right
of buying, rather than on the transaction
of sale. A use tax is designed primarily
to supplement a sales tax because the latter
cannot be levied on a sale in interstate
commerce. Moreover, once a business has
registered as a use tax collector, it may
find itself subject to property taxes, license
taxes, franchise taxes, and occupation taxes.
This is especially true if the business has
a district office or a representative permanently located within the taxing area.
There are no uniform use tax regulations among the states. California levies
a tax on practically everyone except the
Federal government, while Kansas taxes
only organizations operated for profit.
Therefore, a seller must be familiar with
the various regulations in order to determine what customers are subject to tax
and what customers are exempt. Most use
tax reports require that gross sales be
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reported. The gross sales then must be
broken down between the various exempt
and the taxable classifications. If a seller
is a collector for more than two or three
states, not only must personnel be familiar
with the regulations, but a system for
classifying invoices must also be installed.
Proving that a sale is exempt from use
tax is usually the responsibility of the
seller and this necessitates the maintaining
of an up -to -date file of resale certificates
and other evidences of customer exemption. Another problem arises when the
seller accepts an order as a subcontractor.
The fact that the ultimate user of the
material is exempt from the use tax does
not exempt the prime contractor unless he
has furnished the seller with a certificate
of exemption. Most regulations maintain
that, if the prime contractor has a lump sum or a cost -plus contract, he is deemed
to be the ultimate user and the seller is
required to charge him for the use tax.
Contracts containing a clause to the effect
that taxes are to be borne by the seller
present another problem, in that most sta te
use tax regulations not only prohibit the
seller from absorbing the tax but also requ ire that the ta x be cha rged a s a sepa rate
item on the invoice.
There are several financial aspects to
being a collector of use taxes. First, the
customer is primarily liable for the use
tax. Howver, the seller has secondary liability and may be required to pay the tax
when the customer does not. Secondly, if
the seller fails to bill the tax at the time
of original invoicing, it is sometimes
cheaper for him to pay the tax himself
than to rebill the customer. This is true
only when the amount subject to tax is
small but, nevertheless, it represents
another cut in profits.
T he cost of tax collection is also borne
by the seller. This involves mainly the
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clerical help needed in gathering and reporting information. A few states allow
the collector to keep a percentage of the
tax collected as compensation, but this is
usually a very small amount. Registered
collectors of use taxes are also subject to
audit. The entire cost of these audits,
plus any taxes, penalties and interest due
must be paid by the seller.
In some cases, customers returning merchandise can also cost the seller money
tax -wise. For example, the State of California will not permit tax credit to be
given unless the merchandise is returned
within ninety days from the date of sale.
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Usually customers do not fully understand
a regula tion su ch a s this a nd, consequently,
in order to maintain customer goodwill,
the seller allows credit for tax on items
returned after the ninety -day period, even
though he cannot take credit for this on
his tax report.
In summary, the use tax burden on
business is becoming greater, thus necessitating the need of trained personnel and
the installation of a good system for gathering the information required on the use
tax reports.
J. J. KISSELL, Erie Chapter
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